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End-of-the-roadmap CMOS devices are explored via particle-based en-

semble semi-classical Monte Carlo (MC) methods employing quantum correc-

tions (QCs) to address quantum con�nement and degenerate carrier popu-

lations. The signi�cance of such QCs is illustrated through simulation of n-

channel III-V and Si FinFETs. Original contributions include our treatment of

far-from-equilibrium degenerate statistics and QC-based modeling of surface-

roughness scattering, as well as considering quantum-con�ned phonon and

ionized-impurity scattering in 3D. Typical MC simulations approximate de-

generate carrier populations as Fermi distributions to model the Pauli-blocking

(PB) of scattering to occupied �nal states. To allow for increasingly far-from-

equilibrium non-Fermi carrier distributions in ultra-scaled and III-V devices,

we instead generate the �nal-state occupation probabilities used for PB by

sampling the local carrier populations as a function of energy and energy val-

ley. This process is aided by the use of fractional carriers or sub-carriers,
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which minimizes classical carrier-carrier scattering. Quantum con�nement ef-

fects are addressed through quantum-correction potentials (QCPs) generated

from coupled Schrödinger-Poisson solvers, as commonly done. However, we use

our valley- and orientation-dependent QCPs not just to redistribute carriers

in real space, or even among energy valleys, but also to calculate con�nement-

dependent phonon, ionized-impurity, and surface-roughness scattering rates.

Collectively, these quantum e�ects can substantially reduce and even eliminate

otherwise expected bene�ts of considered In0.53Ga0.47As FinFETs over other-

wise identical Si FinFETs, despite higher thermal velocities in In0.53Ga0.47As.

Beyond-CMOS device concepts are also being considered for future ap-

plications. Thin-�lm sub-5 nm magnetic skyrmions constitute an ultimate

scaling alternative for beyond-CMOS data storage technologies. These robust

non-collinear spin-textures can be moved and manipulated by spin-polarized

or non-spin-polarized electrical currents, which is extremely attractive for in-

tegration with current memory technologies. An innovative technique to de-

tect isolated nano-skyrmions with a current-perpendicular-to-plane is shown,

which has immediate implications for device concepts. Such a mechanism is

explored by studying the atomistic electronic structure of the magnetic quasi-

particles. The tunneling conductance is quite sensitive to spatial variations

in the electronic structure, as a large atomistic conductance anisotropy up to

∼20% is found for magnetic skyrmions in Pd/Fe/Ir(111) magnetic thin-�lms.

This spin-mixing magnetoresistance e�ect possibly could be incorporated in

future magnetic storage technologies.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Goals of 21st century electronics

Imagine a (not-too-distant) future where, e.g., (i) self-driving cars buzz

you to-and-from work with aggregate accident-related fatalities approaching

0.000%, (ii) cell phones and smart devices need only be charged once ev-

ery other year, and (iii) genetic birth defects are repaired inside the embry-

onic DNA on a gene-protein level within the womb. Could such astound-

ing ideas ever really become a reality? Just like magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI) and WiFi-enabled debit cards, such possibilities become foregone con-

clusions�provided that we have su�ciently advanced transistors.

Transistors are the building blocks of electronics. Improve the single

transistor, and you can create a better electronic "building". In the 1960s,

we had a transistor building block allowing us to build what would now seem

analogous to small shanties, like the �rst 8-bit adder. What kind of transistor

building block is required to build the electronic "skyscrapers" of (i−iii) and
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more?

� Ultra-fast speed. Self-driving cars must process information not only re-

lated to their own environments, but also relay and communicate their

status to other nearby cars, which could easily number in the hundreds

within a few crowded city blocks. Faster devices come by minimizing

transistor switching times, charging delay times, and acquired intercon-

nect latency. Transistors employing high-mobility channels (such as III-

Vs) possibly could provide faster operation relative to those employing

Si due to faster light e�ective mass carriers, and associated higher mo-

bilities and higher thermal velocities.1

� Ultra-low power. Cell phones and other smart devices consume electrical

power. Reducing the power consumed by the single transistor building

block vastly reduces the power consumed by the entire aggregate device

considered. Transistor power consumption is reduced when, e.g., the

transistor supply voltage is reduced in concert. Unfortunately, however,

voltage scaling of Si CMOS has come to a near stand-still due to funda-

mental scaling physics2 (e.g., no engineer can scale the thermal voltage

kBT below 25.9 mV at 300 K). To achieve nearly lossless devices, al-

ternate phases of matter such as, e.g., superconducting condensates3 or

tunnel-devices4 may need to be incorporated.

� Ultra-small size. Of all the Gedankenexperimente above, (iii) may be the

most challenging to realize. Each double-helixed DNA strand contains
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some 3 billion base pairs for protein encoding, but has a diameter of

roughly 20 Å.5 To have any hope of gene-level repair, the nanoelectronic

devices not only must be able to search the DNA strands for irregu-

larities, but the devices themselves must have at least some minimum

feature of the order of the DNA diameter to enable protein-level ma-

nipulation of the genetic material. Materials and structures alien to Si

CMOS, for instance topologically-protected magnetic skyrmions of di-

ameter 1-2 nm, might prove useful in such an environment.6

To achieve tomorrow's devices will require investigation of multiple av-

enues of research, including improving now ubiquitous CMOS logic, as well as

developing beyond CMOS capabilities.

1.2 High-performance simulation of nano-scale materi-
als, devices, and device physics

Ultimately, technology moves forward when new devices are fabricated,

tested, and reliably manufactured in industrial laboratories. To this end, the-

oretical work and experimental work are the perfect counterbalances of en-

gineering and scienti�c exploration. A single great experimental result can

change our entire physical understanding and lead to a new theoretical frame-

work (e.g., the photo-electric e�ect). Certainly the reverse is true also. One

or a few theorists can provide intuition for innumerable experimentalists to

follow by developing new theory (e.g., relativity or quantum mechanics) or, on

a much less grand scale, creating a new or improved simulation tool.
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Theoretical modeling is imperative to the advancement of the state-of-

the-art. Not only does simulation provide a fast and e�ective manner by which

to explore complex experimental design spaces, it also provides important in-

sights into device and material physics which can only be probed through

theoretical means. It is toward the area of high-performance theoretical mod-

eling and simulation that the work of my thesis is aimed.

1.3 Dissertation overview

For my thesis, I have followed a two-pronged approach, one directed

toward improvement of current �eld-e�ect e�ects transistors until the exhaus-

tion of end-of-the-roadmap CMOS (Chapters 2 and 3), and one directed toward

potential beyond CMOS materials and operating principles (Chapter 4):

� Chapter 2 develops advanced quantum corrections applicable to semi-

classical ensemble Monte Carlo methods to predictively model ultra-

scaled Si and III-V transistors. The main reference for this chapter is

Ref. 7.

� Chapter 3 describes device modeling studies of dimensional scaling and

also gate oxide scaling in high-performance FinFETs, using the methods

described in Chapter 2. The main reference for this chapter is Ref. 8.

� Chapter 4 focuses on the electronic properties of single con�ned magnetic

skyrmions and how they possibly can be incorporated in future memory

technologies. The main reference is Ref. 6.
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Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the work of my dissertation and provides some

ideas for future related work.
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Chapter 2

Ensemble Monte Carlo for III-V and

Si n-channel FinFETs considering non-

equilibrium degenerate statistics and

quantum-con�ned scattering

Particle-based ensemble semi-classical Monte Carlo (MC) methods employ

quantum corrections (QCs) to address quantum con�nement and degenerate

carrier populations to model tomorrow's ultra-scaled MOSFETs. Here a sim-

ulator is presented with the most complete treatment of quantum con�nement

and carrier degeneracy e�ects in a three-dimensional (3D) MC device simulator

to date, and the signi�cance of these e�ects is illustrated through simulation

of n-channel Si and III-V FinFETs. Original contributions include our treat-

ment of far-from-equilibrium degenerate statistics and QC-based modeling of

surface-roughness scattering, as well as considering quantum-con�ned phonon

and impurity scattering in 3D. Typical MC simulations approximate degen-

erate carrier populations as Fermi distributions to model the Pauli-blocking
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(PB) of scattering to occupied �nal states. To allow for increasingly far-from-

equilibrium non-Fermi carrier distributions in ultra-scaled and III-V devices,

we instead generate the �nal-state occupation probabilities used for PB by

sampling the local carrier populations as a function of energy and energy val-

ley. This process is aided by the use of fractional carriers or sub-carriers,

which minimizes classical carrier-carrier scattering. Quantum con�nement ef-

fects are addressed through quantum-correction potentials (QCPs) generated

from coupled Schrödinger-Poisson solvers, as commonly done. However, we use

our valley- and orientation-dependent QCPs not just to redistribute carriers

in real space, or even among energy valleys, but also to calculate con�nement-

dependent phonon, impurity, and surface-roughness scattering rates. FinFET

simulations are used to illustrate the contributions of each of these QCs. Col-

lectively, these quantum e�ects can substantially reduce and even eliminate

otherwise expected bene�ts of considered In0.53Ga0.47As FinFETs over other-

wise identical Si FinFETs, despite higher thermal velocities in In0.53Ga0.47As.

2.1 Modeling ultra-scaled FinFETs using particle-based
Monte Carlo methods

Multi-gate metal-oxide-semiconductor-�eld-e�ect-transistors (MOS-

FETs) have supplanted planar MOSFETs as the clear device choice for fu-

ture integrated circuit technology. The three-dimensional (3D) �n-shaped

MOSFET, or FinFET,9 is electrostatically superior10,11 to its planar relatives

and already directing current technologies and future complimentary MOS
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(CMOS) scaling.12,13 In addition, high mobility III-Vs are being considered

as channel replacements for Si.1,14 In0.53Ga0.47As, which is lattice-matched

to fabrication-friendly InP,15 is being considered to provide a drive-current

boost via light-e�ective mass carriers with associated large thermal injection

velocities.16,17

Modeling such devices presents challenges for predictive device sim-

ulators, which are needed to optimize the large design space and estimate

future scaling bene�ts. Alternate channel materials and associated transport

physics require a microscopic description of their behavior. Quasi-ballistic

transport cannot be completely described by continuum di�usive models in

these devices,18�20 yet scattering remains crucial, even as channel lengths are

scaled well below 22 nm.21�23 Certainly fully coherent methods, such as non-

equilibrium Green function (NEGF) techniques,24 have demonstrated their

value to studying such systems25�28 and represent the reference standard in the

ballistic limit. However, upon the inclusion of scattering in realistic device ge-

ometries, pure quantum methods can become computationally impractical for

many applications. Non-randomizing polar optical phonon scattering, which

dominates Γ-valley transport in III-V channels as considered here, still has not

been achieved in 3D NEGF simulations. Therefore it still remains important

to extend the validity of semi-classical methods via so-called quantum correc-

tions (QCs) to model these nanoscale devices while maintaining reasonable

computational e�ciency.

For these reasons, particle-based ensemble semi-classical Monte Carlo
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(MC) remains a benchmark in semiconductor device research. It allows mod-

eling of various distinct scattering mechanisms (including non-randomizing

processes) and consideration of complex device geometries. MC is known to

predictively model di�usive through ballistic transport including non-local �eld

e�ects such as velocity overshoot. MC, however, su�ers from its own draw-

backs. Traditional particle-based MC is rigorous only in large systems where

the carrier distributions are well-approximated by the bulk energy dispersion

relations and scattering rates. Cutting-edge electron devices, however, often

go well beyond these limits. In today's maximally-doped source and drain

(S/D) transistor reservoirs and above threshold in the channel, degenerate

carrier populations must be considered, along with associated Pauli-blocking

(PB) of scattering. FinFET �n widths of a few nm (already 8 nm in 22 nm

node devices12) modify not only the carrier distributions in real-space but

also the band structure and even scattering rates. Each of these quantum

e�ects is exacerbated in materials with very light e�ective masses m∗ (e.g.,

m∗ = 0.044 me for Γ-valley electrons in In0.53Ga0.47As), now being considered

for MOSFETs. The continued use of particle-based MC under these conditions

requires modi�cation to the semi-classical methodology.

In this chapter, we present an ensemble 3D semi-classical MC simula-

tor for n-channel devices whose treatment of electron degeneracy and quan-

tum con�nement institutes new approaches for particle-based simulations. We

focus on our original contributions to the state-of-the-art, including our treat-

ment of (i) far-from-equilibrium degenerate statistics, (ii) QC-based modeling
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of surface-roughness scattering, and (iii) extending our group's previously in-

troduced treatment of quantum-con�ned phonon and impurity scattering to

3D. In doing so, we expand upon our techniques, verify our methodologies,

and re�ne and extend results introduced in a short preliminary study.29

After a brief description of the underlying purely semi-classical simula-

tor, we detail our treatment of far-from-equilibrium degenerate carrier statis-

tics. To consider the Pauli exclusion principle in MC simulation, scattering

processes for electrons are either accepted or rejected according to the prob-

ability that the �nal scattering state is already occupied. The distributions

of �nal states are typically approximated as being Fermi distributions, even if

hot, dictated by the average local electron density and energy.30�36 However,

this approximation cannot be justi�ed under strong non-equilibrium conditions

approaching the ballistic limit of performance. In this work, we avoid a priori

assumptions about the shape of the electronic distribution functions. Instead,

we sample the electron populations locally in energy, energy valley, and prop-

agation direction to generate the occupation numbers for the PB of scattering

to states which are already occupied. Such approaches have been executed in

k-space for bulk calculations,37,38 but now we extend this method to include

real-space variations in the distribution function for device simulation. This

process is aided by the use of fractional carriers or sub-carriers, which not

only improves statistics but, as the principle motivation, minimizes classical

carrier-carrier scattering otherwise introduced via the time-dependent solution

of Poisson's equation, which is incompatible with degenerate statistics.
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Next, QCs for various quantum-con�nement e�ects are provided

through multiple uses of valley-, space-, orientation-, and time-dependent

quantum-correction potentials (QCPs). Here, we calculate the set of QCPs

based on the solutions of e�ective mass Schrödinger's equations de�ned in

each channel slice normal to the transport direction39�47 on a valley-by-valley

basis42�45 considering 2D con�nement,45�47 a �rst-principles strategy requir-

ing no adjustable parameters. However, it is our uses of the QCPs, not their

method of calculation, which is the focus here. Indeed, it may be possible to

extend such uses of QCPs in these ways, however calculated, to still more com-

putationally e�cient drift di�usion and hydrodynamic simulations. The QCPs

redistribute the MC electrons in real-space (e.g., away from interfaces) to re-

�ect the quantum-mechanical spatial density. In addition, our QCPs naturally

alter energy separations between energy valley minima, leading to degeneracy-

splitting and redistribution of charge among energy valleys through scattering.

Further, we use the QCPs to adjust 3D phonon and ionized-impurity scattering

rates self-consistently on-the-�y, an extension of our previous 2D strategy.42�44

Lastly, for the �rst time in MC simulation, we model surface-roughness (SR)

scattering rates as a function of our QCPs. This SR method is quite gen-

eral and allows for arbitrary potential-well shapes and con�ning geometries,

moving beyond typical triangular-well assumptions for SR rate calculations.

Our QCs capture the main qualitative e�ects of quantum con�nement

and electron degeneracy within MC simulation. Using In0.53Ga0.47As and Si

n-channel FinFETs as examples, we illustrate the importance of each quantum
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e�ect by analyzing simulation results with and without QCs. While both III-V

and Si devices su�er these quantum e�ects, the scale is decidedly greater for

III-V devices. In In0.53Ga0.47As Γ-valleys, the light e�ective masses, low den-

sities of states (DOS), and encountered highly-degenerate carrier populations

lead to undesirable low quantum capacitances and high SR scattering rates.

Con�nement-reduced intervalley energy separations lead to sizable transfer of

Γ-electrons to peripheral L- and X-states, reducing channel injection veloci-

ties, although also bene�cially increasing the quantum capacitance. A measure

of the signi�cance of the here-modeled quantum e�ects is that the simulated

ultra-scaled III-V devices exhibit worse ON-state transconductance than oth-

erwise identical Si devices.

In Section 2.2, we introduce our device simulator before discussing the

details of our QCs in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. In Section 2.5, we present a detailed

comparison of devices with di�erent levels of quantum-corrected modeling.

Finally, we summarize our MC study in Section 2.6.

2.2 3D FinFET device and uncorrected MC simulator

The device structure and the baseline purely semi-classical MC simula-

tor used in this work are intended as vehicles for illustrating the QCs that are

the focus of this study. Indeed, both the structure and baseline MC simulator

are somewhat idealized for this purpose.
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2.2.1 Device structure

The device used as a test bed in this work is shown in Fig. 2.1. It has

a �n-shaped semiconducting channel, connecting two heavily-doped electron

reservoirs. The n-type channel materials we study here are industry-standard

Si and In0.53Ga0.47As, the latter being lattice-matched to fabrication-friendly

InP15 and a candidate for future CMOS. The S/D reservoirs are doped to

ND = 5×1019 cm−3, a realistic activated dopant density which can be reached

in III-V materials with current in situ growth technology.48 Certainly Si de-

vices are doped much more heavily than this in practice, as in our separate

ongoing simulation study focused on device scaling and short-channel perfor-

mance. Here, however, the focus is on our simulation methods, so we choose

equal doping concentrations between the materials as a control. This allows

a more fair comparison with regard to the essential transport physics. We

also consider a lower dopant density of 1 × 1019 cm−3 in In0.53Ga0.47As. The

correspondingly lower chemical potential in the S/D avoids contact injection

directly into the peripheral valleys in In0.53Ga0.47As, isolating the role of inter-

valley scattering within the device simulation region. We model all devices as

having perfectly injecting and absorbing boundary conditions, an idealization

for both systems but more so for In0.53Ga0.47As, who requires more careful

materials processing than Si to develop ohmic contacts.49 Perfectly injecting

and absorbing boundary conditions give a more fair comparison between the

channel materials by decoupling the channel performance from current ex-

perimental and technological constraints regarding the metal contacts. The
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Figure 2.1 � FinFET structure. (a) Side view of the simulated device with relevant
dimensions. Outer materials are shown transparent to visualize the semiconductor �n.
(b) Edge view with cross-sectional clip to show di�erent material regions. We vary the
work functions in the δΦm metal contacts to set the injection boundary conditions in
the S/D such that there are �at-band conditions at the interface.

undoped �n-channel sits atop a 5 nm insulating layer of SiO2 (εr = 3.9) in a

semiconductor-on-insulator (SOI) fully-depleted con�guration. The gate oxide

is a 5 nm insulating layer of HfO2 (εr = 22.3) and is wrapped around a 6 nm

wide �n-channel. The channel is 20 nm long beneath the gate with 6 nm exten-

sions. The channel sidewall orientation is (surface)/〈channel〉 = (100)/〈100〉,

which is optimized for n-type transport in Si, although not for Si CMOS as

a whole. This orientation is more interesting in terms of the quantum e�ects

due to the nature of the valley degeneracy-breaking, as will be discussed later.
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2.2.2 Baseline purely semi-classical Monte Carlo simulator

Our baseline MC simulator follows the basic methods described in

Refs. 37,38. In later sections and plots, this purely semi-classical model (CL)

provides a reference. It contains no considerations for the Pauli exclusion prin-

ciple or quantum-con�nement e�ects. We summarize important details of the

implementation here. Speci�cally, we generate a uniform 3D real-space cubic

mesh of 1 nm resolution. Each MC loop has a 1.2 fs time step such that, e.g., a

very fast carrier moving 8×107 cm/sec can almost cross one grid site per time

step. This time length is chosen large enough to minimize the computational

burden while being small enough to converge the numerical data. Poisson's

equation is solved every time step consistent with the updated electron density.

The electrostatics are modeled for each material based on their static dielectric

permittivity. Simulated electrons couple to the mesh via a nearest grid-point

assignment of charge. This approach is simple and eliminates self-forces while

any electron remains in the cubic nm cell centered about its grid site. How-

ever, when carriers do cross a cell boundary between grid points during a time

step, the forces and scattering rates are adjusted instantaneously.

At this point a signi�cant self-force would result from an electron in

the new cell being repelled by its own contribution to the charge in the old

cell until the next update of Poisson's equation. The energy gain due to self-

forces is exacerbated in the In0.53Ga0.47As Γ-valley as compared to Si. The

ratio of energy gain between these two materials should roughly follow the

ratio of the respective e�ective masses, which is in proportion to the product
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of the probability that a carrier will leave a grid site before Poisson's equation

is updated, and how far it will likely travel in that remaining time period

(where change in energy equals force times change in distance), both of which

vary inversely with the square root of e�ective mass. Normally a self-force

correction would be required to alleviate this artifact.50,51 However, with our

use of sub-carriers, as detailed subsequently and whose impact is quanti�ed

below, the issue is nearly moot. The energy provided by the remaning e�ects

of self-forces are small compared to the thermalizing e�ects on the carrier

population by phonon scattering and the device contacts, as will be shown.

The contacts are modeled by coupling the semiconductor S/D reservoirs

to equilibrium electron distributions in the metal leads. To realize perfectly

injecting and absorbing contacts, we adjust the work function of the metal

qΦm to set the Fermi level EF with respect to the conduction band edge EC

at the interface to provide a free electron carrier density corresponding to the

doping densityND within the S/D. Within the electron a�nity rule, this means

qΦm = qχ− (EF−EC), where qχ is the electron a�nity of the semiconductor.

This creates �at-band conditions at the contact interface. (The common value

of EF − EC is altered between simulations modeling classical and quantum

statistics, however, for a given doping concentration.) Warm-up periods of

2.4 picoseconds have proven su�cient to remove initial simulation transients.

Final statistics were averaged over 18 picosecond intervals per gate bias.
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2.2.3 Silicon and III-V material models

We generally follow the material parameters assembled in Refs. 38, 52

for valley-speci�c e�ective masses, non-parabolicity constants, and deforma-

tion potentials. We choose an analytic non-parabolic description of the band

structure that accurately reproduces the DOS in Si up to 1.5 eV in the conduc-

tion band compared to full-band calculations,53 far larger than carrier energies

produced by applied voltages of interest in our scaled devices. For Si, we model

6 ellipsoidal ∆-valleys, while for In0.53Ga0.47As we include 1 Γ-, 4 L-, and 3

X-valleys. The Γ-valley is modeled as spherical while the L- and X-valleys are

modeled as ellipsoidal.

We employ a virtual crystal approximation (VCA) to model AxB1−xC

ternary alloys such as In0.53Ga0.47As considered here. We specify bowing pa-

rameters for the intervalley separations between the Γ-, L-, and X-valleys,

while all other parameters within the VCA are linearly interpolated. We typi-

cally model the intervalley separation EΓL between the light-mass Γ-valley and

heavier-mass peripheral L-valleys as EΓL = 487 meV, determined by a set of

bowing parameters recommended by Vurgaftman and colleagues in their com-

prehensive review article.54 This value is a compromise between a commonly

cited tight-binding calculation55 (EΓL = 460 meV) and the only experimental

determination56 (EΓL = 550 meV) to date. However, within the literature

there is signi�cant uncertainty in EΓL.57 Recent density-functional calcula-

tions have estimated EΓL to be as large as 1.31 eV.58 Given such uncertainty,

later we will analyze a �ctitious In0.53Ga0.47As device having no satellite valleys
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whatsoever (EΓL → ∞). We will show that the main impacts of the periph-

eral valleys are to (i) increase the quantum capacitance via enhanced DOS,

(ii) reduce the injection velocity due to heavier masses, and (iii) reduce the

injection e�ciency due to larger back-scattering. These e�ects are competing

and it is not clear from the outset whether heavy occupation of the peripheral

valleys will enhance or degrade device performance in III-V channels.

For scattering, our simulator includes intravalley acoustic phonons

within an elastic equipartition approximation and inelastic intra/intervalley

deformation potential optical phonon scattering with a constant phonon en-

ergy.37,38 Umklapp f - and g-type intervalley scattering processes are included

for Si59 and polar optical intravalley phonon scattering is considered for III-

Vs.37,38 Degenerate ionized impurity scattering rates are calculated using a

Brooks-Herring approach60 employing a Thomas-Fermi screening model.61 We

found this model to more readily reproduce low-�eld mobilities consistent with

experiments in the degenerate limit compared to a Debye screening model. Al-

loy scattering is modeled with a crystal disorder deformation potential.62 (SR

scattering is included via QCs as discussed subsequently). We reproduced

known bulk scattering rates as a function of energy for each scattering process

individually to con�rm our approach in each material.

We veri�ed bulk transport by reproducing experimental carrier drift-

velocity versus electric �eld curves for Si37 and In0.53Ga0.47As63,64 including

the temperature dependence of the phonon bath at 300 K and 77 K. We

not only matched the low-�eld mobilities but also the peak velocities in both
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materials to experimental data. Further, we veri�ed that the onset of negative

di�erential behavior in In0.53Ga0.47As, which denotes intervalley transfer of Γ-

valley electrons to peripheral valley L-states, occurred at the correct electric

�eld strength. Reproducing the velocity-�eld curves required small tunings

of various deformation potentials, which is commonplace to MC simulation

where deformation potentials are viewed as adjustable parameters.52 All our

�nal simulation parameters and their references are listed in Appendix A.

2.3 Quantum-corrections for non-equilibrium degenerate
statistics

2.3.1 The Pauli-blocking of scattering

Modern MOSFET devices employ large carrier concentrations through-

out the device. With e�ective oxide thicknesses (EOTs) below 1 nm, and multi-

gate geometries, large carrier concentrations can be obtained in the channel

under gating in the ON-state. Activated S/D doping densities approaching

solid-solubility limits then are used to improve performance by making the

semiconductor reservoirs more metallic, reducing parasitic series S/D resis-

tance, and increasing the overall device transconductance gM = (dIDS/dVGS).

However, such carrier concentrations also can far exceed the conduction band

e�ective DOS NC, raising the chemical potential well above the conduction

band edge, the more so for lower DOS. Such degenerate carrier populations

invalidate classical statistics (Boltzmann statistics in the equilibrium limit),

and quantum statistics (Fermi statistics in the equilibrium limit) must be con-
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sidered.

These quantum statistics are self-consistently produced by the consid-

eration of what can simply be referred to as the PB of scattering. That is,

the scattering rate S(ki,kf ) from any initial state ki of occupation probability

f(ki) to some �nal state of occupation probability f(kf ) will be reduced in

proportion to 1− f(kf ) compared to what otherwise would be expected,

S(ki,kf ) = P (ki,kf )f(ki)
(
1− f(kf )

)
, (2.1)

to accommodate the Pauli exclusion principle. Here P (ki,kf ) is the scattering

probability per unit time from a full state to an empty state. To address quan-

tum statistics in otherwise semi-classical MC, with initial states intrinsically

fully occupied in the MC method (f(ki) = 1), the PB of scattering typically

is treated stochastically. Scattering events are �rst selected consistent with

P (ki,kf ) pre-calculated by Fermi's Golden Rule. Then the scattering events

are stochastically rejected with a probability 1− f(kf ) according to the likeli-

hood that the �nal state is already occupied. The question becomes what to

use for the distribution function f(kf ), and how to determine it.

In a commonly employed approximation,30�36 the distribution function

of �nal scattering states f(kf ) at position r is assumed to be a Fermi-Dirac

distribution fFD

(
r, E(kf )

)
for the purposes of PB in Eq. (2.1). In this strat-

egy, the shape of fFD is determined by the local quasi-Fermi level and tem-

perature consistent with the local carrier concentration and average energy.

This approximation represents a great improvement over neglecting the PB
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of scattering when assuming classical statistics, being rigorous in the equi-

librium limit. However, under strong non-equilibrium conditions including

quasi-ballistic transport, actual distribution functions can become locally non-

Fermi-like throughout the considered nanoscale device, including the channel.

In this work, we make no a priori assumptions about the shape of the

distribution function. Instead, we calculate the distribution function to be

used for PB directly by sampling the local carrier population N(r, E, g,±) as

a function of position r, valley g, energy E relative to its respective valley-edge,

and propagation directions forward toward the drain end (+) or backward to-

ward the source end (−). The corresponding distribution function f(r, E, g,±)

then is obtained from

f(r, g, E,±) =
N(r, g, E,±)

D(g, E)/2
, (2.2)

whereD(g, E)/2 is the position independent DOS per energy valley reduced by

a factor of two for these half space (±) distributions. (In the case of quantum

con�nement considered below, E is the energy referenced to, speci�cally, the

non-quantum-corrected valley edge.) The resolution of f(r, E, g,±) in energy,

∆E, is chosen depending on the equilibrium EF−EC value in the S/D electron

reservoirs. For light-mass In0.53Ga0.47As with an activated doping density of

ND = 5 × 1019 cm−3 and a corresponding EF − EC = 510 meV, we choose

an energy discretization of ∆E = kBT = 25.9 meV at 300 K. For Si with

a much greater DOS, at the same donor density we choose ∆E = kBT/4

corresponding to a much smaller EF −EC = 24.5 meV. Si exhibits about 20×
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greater quantum capacitance CQ = dQ/d(EF/q) than In0.53Ga0.47As when

considering degenerate statistics.

Such approaches have been executed in k-space for bulk calcula-

tions,37,38 but extension to device simulations has so far been prohibitive.

This is because of large random-access memory demands and limited sample

sizes. We use three basic methods to increase our sample size: (i) averaging

over short time periods, (ii) averaging over small regions in space and (iii)

the use of fractional electrons or sub-carriers. Considering (i), we average

N(r, E, g,±) over a time period of 120 fs or 100 time steps, which is still an

order of magnitude shorter that the switching time for even a THz transistor.

With electrons moving only on the scale of Angstroms/time step, this time av-

eraging e�ectively increases the sample size by roughly an order of magnitude.

For (ii), we average N(r, E, g,±) over the central nearest neighbor grid sites,

increasing the sample size on average by a factor of 27 except at the device

boundaries, at any given point in time. (Arguably, although not our moti-

vation, averaging over nearest neighbor grid sites or beyond is perhaps more

physically realistic than not doing so given the actual quantum-mechanical na-

ture of the particles.) Finally considering (iii), we represent each real electron

with 100 sub-carriers each carrying 1/100th the fundamental charge, increasing

our sample size by another two orders of magnitude. All told, the sample size

from which we calculate N(r, E, g,±) and, thus, f(r, E, g,±), is e�ectively

over four orders of magnitude larger than the physical number of carriers that

would be expected at any grid point at any point in time!
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2.3.2 E�ects of degenerate statistics under equilibrium conditions

Fig. 2.2 illustrates convergence of our PB method to the known equilib-

rium results in Γ-valley In0.53Ga0.47As electrons with a uniform device carrier

concentration of 5×1019 cm−3 at 300 K. (Since quantum e�ects are more pro-

nounced in III-V materials, within this section and the upcoming Section III

we illustrate our QCs in the In0.53Ga0.47As system, before returning to consider

Si devices as well.) Here we closed the device boundaries and enforced �at-

band conditions, considering only scattering and allowing the simulation to

come to equilibrium. We then plotted the average local charge density distri-

bution versus carrier kinetic energy, sampled over a single quasi-instantaneous

120 fs time interval. The carrier densities are normalized to the peak theoreti-

cal density in the classical limit. Our device populations both with (nMC
PB ) and

without (nMC
CL ) the PB of scattering show excellent agreement compared to the

reference equilibrium Fermi-Dirac (nPB) and Boltzmann (nCL) statistics. In

In0.53Ga0.47As, the Fermi level rises nearly 400 meV into the conduction band

upon considering degeneracy to accommodate the modeled 5× 1019 cm−3 car-

rier concentration. This is in stark contrast to Si, where the Fermi energy

only moves up 13 meV in the conduction band when considering PB at the

given doping level. For In0.53Ga0.47As, the large change in the chemical po-

tential occurs despite partial pinning of the Fermi level by the introduction of

charge carriers into the peripheral L-valleys. L-valley electrons are not shown

in Fig. 2.2 for clarity. However, their occupation probabilities converge to the

proper Fermi distribution as well, in concert with the Γ-valley. At the consid-
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Figure 2.2 � E�ects of degeneracy in In0.53Ga0.47As. MC simulated electron
distributions (symbols) with the PB of scattering (nMC

PB ) and without (nMC
CL ) in the

Γ-valley of In0.53Ga0.47As. The results are shown under �at-band and equilibrium
conditions, with reference distributions (solid lines) calculated directly from Fermi-Dirac
(nPB) and Boltzmann (nCL) statistics, respectively. The distributions have been
normalized to the peak electron density in the classical limit as a reference. There is
40% less Γ-valley charge (area under the curve) in the degenerate case.

ered doping, the PB Γ-valley population is reduced to just 60% of the total

equilibrium density, with 40% being in the L-valleys.

While our sub-carriers signi�cantly enhance our simulation statistics,

our primary motivation for their use was to minimize classical carrier-carrier

scattering which results from charge interacting via the time-dependent solu-

tion of Poisson's equation. This is in contrast to usual ensemble MC simu-
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lators, which typically embrace treating carrier-carrier scattering classically.

The ability to model carrier-carrier scattering via the Poisson solution is com-

monly thought to be a bene�t of ensemble MC simulation versus full-quantum

methods due to its simplicity and speed. However, classical molecular dy-

namics carrier-carrier scattering intrinsically neglects the PB of �nal-state

pairs. Therefore, although these interactions serve to thermalize the carrier

population, they do so towards a high-temperature Boltzmann distribution

which is incompatible with non-equilibrium degenerate statistics. Moreover,

the Coulomb force between two electrons at 2.5 nm apart (roughly the aver-

age separation for a carrier density of 5 × 1019 cm−3) is quite strong at over

20 mV/nm, maximizing not only this classical thermalization e�ect, but also

�ctitious self-forces. However, with our introduction of Nsub sub-carriers per

real electron, each of which contributes only q/Nsub to the charge density, the

Coulomb force among sub-carriers is reduced by Nsub (but not N2
sub) to∣∣Fe−e

∣∣ ' 1

Nsub

q2

4πε|r1 − r2|
. (2.3)

This force still must be taken as proportional to the full charge on a real

electron considering the local electric �eld to properly model the e�ects of the

applied source, drain, and gate voltages.

Using the Golden Rule scattering rate as a measure, while the number

of carriers to scatter o� increases by Nsub, the scattering rate between any two

sub-carriers decreases by N2
sub, for a net reduction in the scattering rate by

Nsub. (Indeed, a future goal would be to introduce carrier-carrier scattering
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Figure 2.3 � Impact of sub-carriers on classical carrier-carrier interactions. MC
simulated electron distributions in the Γ-valley of In0.53Ga0.47As under equilibrium with
di�erent sub-carrier factors. The product of the 300 K Fermi-Dirac distribution and
DOS is shown for reference (nFD). With Nsub = 1, the unwanted thermalizing e�ects
of classical carrier-carrier scattering drive the MC electron distribution to a
high-temperature-like shape. Increasing the sub-carrier factor to Nsub = 10 and then
Nsub = 100, the device distributions approach the theoretical expectation in shape and
average kinetic energy 〈E〉. These distributions are normalized to have the same area
under each curve. (The actual electron concentration in the Γ-valley is not conserved
due to the occupation of peripheral valleys as a function of sub-carrier factor.)

within a practical framework for which PB still can be considered.) Thus we

not only reduce the classical Coulomb force between sub-carriers but also their

e�ective carrier-carrier scattering rates as well.

In Fig. 2.3, we turn on the self-consistent Poisson equation, open the
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S/D reservoirs to the metal contacts, and re-run the previous simulation study

of Fig. 2.2, which was considered under �at-band conditions. The average

local Γ-valley In0.53Ga0.47As charge density distribution versus carrier kinetic

energy is shown, along with the average carrier kinetic energy per distribution,

for di�ering sub-carrier factors Nsub to quantify their impact. With Nsub = 1,

classical carrier-carrier scattering thermalizes the electron population to an

undesirable high-temperature-like distribution in energy, while self-forces raise

the average kinetic energy about 60 meV above the theoretical expectation,

despite the coupling to the boundaries and phonon scattering driving the elec-

tron distribution toward the Fermi-Dirac limit. However, as the sub-carrier

factor is increased to 10, and then 100, the shape and average energy of the

MC electron distributions approach those of the product of the DOS and the

300 K Fermi-Dirac distribution, nFD, and 〈EFD〉. This agreement is evidence

that our sub-carrier strategy both mitigates the non-PB thermalization ef-

fects of classical carrier-carrier scattering, and relegates energy gains due to

self-forces to negligible levels.

2.3.3 E�ects of degenerate statistics under far-from-equilibrium
conditions

The strength of our method, however, is that no a priori assumption

of an equilibrium�or any�speci�c distribution is made, in contrast to the

use of a Fermi approximation for PB. We therefore conclude this section by

illustrating our PB method under far-from-equilibrium conditions by sampling

the In0.53Ga0.47As Γ-valley charge distributions under bias in Fig. 2.4. The bias
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conditions are source-to-drain voltage VDS = 0.6 V and gate overdrive above

threshold VON = VGS − VT = 0.35 V in accordance with ITRS predictions for

future scaled MOSFETs.65 The carrier distributions are sampled in the plane

normal to the transport direction at the top of the channel potential-energy

barrier-top (Fig. 2.4a) and also at the drain end of the channel (Fig. 2.4d).

The electrostatic potentials, which are plotted along the dotted-white lines

in Fig. 2.4a,d for reference, are visualized in Fig. 2.4b,e, where xb represents

the location of the barrier-top, and xd the location of the beginning of the

drain. The forward-going (+) and backward-going (−) carrier distributions

necessarily di�er greatly at the top of the channel barrier (Fig. 2.4c) consistent

with a high injection e�ciency. The forward-going distribution at the drain

end (Fig. 2.4f) shows two peaks, the lower energy peak consistent with a nearly

equilibrium distribution of charge carriers in the drain reservoir, and the higher

energy peak consistent with quasi-ballistic electrons injected from the source.

It is clear from Fig. 2.4 that the non-equilibrium electron occupation

probability distribution is not consistent with any single Fermi distribution

even as a local function of position. However, we cannot provide a direct

comparison between the e�ects of the Fermi approximation versus our self-

consistently obtained non-equilibrium distributions on device performance,

such as on the drain current. The use of the Fermi approximation presents

its own set of programming and computational challenges. Either sophisti-

cated non-linear solvers must be used to determine the quasi-Fermi levels and

temperatures, or large two-dimensional (EF, T ) reverse look-up tables, e.g.,
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Figure 2.4 � Non-equilibrium electron distributions. (a) FinFET edge view
showing the device slice containing the potential energy barrier-top. (b) Potential
pro�le showing the location of the barrier-top. (c) Normalized MC simulated electron
distributions sampled at the potential energy barrier-top to the channel in the Γ-valley
of In0.53Ga0.47As under non-equilibrium. The much larger forward-going contribution
(+) versus backward-going (−) is consistent with a high injection e�ciency into the
channel. (d) FinFET edge view showing near the drain end of the channel. (e)
Potential pro�le showing the location of the drain end. (f) Normalized MC simulated
electron distributions again but sampled near the drain. The forward-going distribution
(+) is the superposition of the drain near-equilibrium charge distribution and the
quasi-ballistic population injected from the source.

(n, 〈E〉) → (EF, T ) would be required. Both strategies become increasingly

di�cult to use for highly degenerate statistics as considered in this work,

where the average energy 〈E〉 becomes an increasingly weak function of T ,

and the numerical stability of the non-linear solvers becomes a concern. Thus,

the inclusion of the Fermi approximation approach to degenerate statistics in

our quantum-corrected MC simulator for the purpose of comparing methods

is impractical.
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2.4 Quantum-corrections for electron quantum con�ne-
ment

Electrostatic quantum-correction potentials (QCPs) are widely used in

MC simulation for the purpose of modeling quantum con�nement. Each of our

QCs for con�nement described in this work are designed to employ the same

set of QCPs. We employ �rst-principles QCPs which inherently require no

�tting parameters as opposed to other methods like e�ective quantum poten-

tials,66�68 perturbative approaches,69,70 or density-gradient models71,72 which

require calibration. Speci�cally, we provide a valley-by-valley treatment of the

space-, orientation-, and time-dependent QCPs based on the solutions of 2D

e�ective mass Schrödinger's equations solved in each transport slice.39�47 The

valley and orientation dependence is provided by including the reciprocal ef-

fective mass tensor in the model Hamiltonian.42�45 This point is necessary to

capture the self-consistent modi�cation of intervalley separations and degen-

eracy splitting of otherwise equivalent valleys.

Our uses of the QCPs include altering energy separations between en-

ergy valley minima and calculating quantum-con�nement-dependent phonon

and surface-roughness scattering rates, in addition to redistributing charge car-

riers in real space and modifying source-to-channel potential barriers. (They

are, however, not designed nor used to model quantum-mechanical tunneling-

related leakage currents along the channel or through the gate.) Although it

is our uses of the QCPs that are the focus of this work, we still describe their

method of calculation here for clarity and completeness.
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2.4.1 Calculating the quantum-correction potential

In general for this approach, for each valley g (but not set of equivalent

valleys) at position r, the QCPs are de�ned by the relation

ρgCL

(
V̄ (r) + V g

QC(r)
)

= ρgQC

(
V̄ (r)

)
. (2.4)

Here V g
QC(r) is de�ned as the e�ective potential which, upon addition to the

electrostatic potential V̄ (r), will produce a classical device space-charge distri-

bution ρCL equal to the quantum-mechanical one ρQM. To smooth granularities

in the potential found in the instantaneous device solutions, V̄ (r) is a time-

average over 100 time steps (120 fs total) of the potential V (r) obtained from

the self-consistent solution of Poisson's equation within the particle MC simu-

lation, and includes the band and valley o�sets in its de�nition. In equilibrium

and for the 2D con�nement considered here, within the y− z plane of con�ne-

ment, for each value of x along the transport direction, Eq. 2.4 can be written

as
+∞∫

V̄ (r)+V g
QC(r)

dEDg
3D

(
E−V̄ (r)−V g

QC(r)
)
fFD(E) =

M∑
i=1

+∞∫
V̄ (r)

dEDg
1D

(
E−V̄ (r)

) ∣∣Ψg
i (y, z)

∣∣2 ∣∣∣
x
fFD(E) .

(2.5)

We includeM = 20 modes i in the summation for the simulations of this work.

Dg
1D and Dg

3D are the valley-wise 1D and 3D DOS, respectively. The Ψg
i (y, z)

are the 2D eigenvectors that diagonalize the Hamiltonian matrix H within the

2D e�ective mass Schrödinger equation,

H Ψg
i (y, z) =

[
− h̄2

2
∇⊥ ·

1

m∗(y, z)
· ∇⊥ + V̄ (r)

]
Ψg
i (y, z) = Eg

i Ψg
i (y, z) , (2.6)
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where 1/m∗ is the reciprocal e�ective mass tensor, ∇⊥ = ŷ(∂/∂y) + ẑ(∂/∂z)

is the transverse momentum operator, and Eg
i are the valley- and sub-band-

dependent eigenenergies. We solve the eigenvalue problem using a �nite dif-

ference scheme that preserves the continuity of the probability current across

the semiconductor interface. Here, the integrations of Eq. 2.5 are completed

within the parabolic limit inside a Boltzmann approximation for the Fermi-

Dirac distribution,39�47

N g
3D e

EF−V̄ (r)−V g
QC(r)

kBT = N g
1D e

EF−V̄ (r)−Eg
1

kBT

M∑
i=2

∣∣Ψg
i (y, z)

∣∣2 e−Eg
i +Eg

1

kBT . (2.7)

Here, N g
1D and N g

3D are the valley-wise 1D and 3D e�ective DOS along the

transport direction, respectively. The QCPs are revealed via logarithmic in-

version as

V g
QC(r) = Eg

1 − kBT ln

(
N g

1D

N g
3D

M∑
i=2

∣∣Ψg
i (y, z)

∣∣2 e−Eg
i +Eg

1

kBT

)
. (2.8)

Finally, we then make a non-parabolicity correction to the QCPs by the reas-

signment

V g
QC(r)⇐ 1

αg

(√
1

4
+ αgV

g
QC(r)− 1

2

)
, (2.9)

where αg is the valley non-parabolicity constant. This correction is consistent

with the reduction of the electron energy relative to the band edge due to

non-parabolicity for a carrier of �xed wavelength, here de�ned by the quan-

tum con�nement. Electrons, or sub-carriers here, are moved within the total

potential according to the equations of motion

Fg(r) =
d

dt

(
h̄k
)

= −q∇ · Vtot(r) = −q∇ ·
(
V (r) + V g

QC(r)
)
, (2.10)
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which govern the evolution of their crystal momentum. Consistent with our

PB statistical updates and the time-averaging of V̄ (r), our QCPs are updated

every 120 fs in this work.

There is no quantum-con�nement in the S/D semiconductor regions

since the electron wave functions can escape into the metal contacts. Thus

there arises a question of how to approximate the 3D e�ects at the beginning

and end of the conduction channel, where the quantum-con�nement gradually

turns-on and o� moving from the uncon�ned S/D regions into and out of the

restricted �n-channel. To estimate this transition, we �rst generated a Γ-valley

QCP from a 2D slice along the transport direction in the horizontal x−y plane

(not transverse). We observed an approximately linear turn-on in this QCP

approaching the channel that was rougly equal to the physical width of the

�n. (The e�ective channel width allowing for barrier penetration is actually

larger, which reduces the QCPs from what otherwise would be obtained.8)

To appoximate this e�ect, we linearly ramp-up the QCPs V g
QC(r) from the

outer edges of the drain and source extentions toward the gated channel over

a distance Wfin, the physical width of the channel in the horizontal plane.

2.4.2 Real-space redistribution of charge under quantum con�ne-
ment

We see from Eq. 2.10 that the �rst e�ect of the QCPs is their application

of classical forces on particles to redistribute them in real-space according to

the as-calculated quantum-mechanical thermal charge distribution. This is
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provided to accurately model the capacitance of the gate, where it is known

that the channel wave function is actually repelled from the oxide interface

under quantum con�nement.

This spatial e�ect of the QCPs on the charge distribution is illustrated

in Fig. 2.5 under 0.6 V drain bias for the channel cross-section of Fig. 2.5a

located near the beginning of the channel at the location of the potential

energy barrier-top. We analyze the distribution at gate voltages of 0.35 V

above threshold (Fig. 2.5b) and at threshold (Fig. 2.5c) in an In0.53Ga0.47As

FinFET. Under each condition, we compare the purely classical MC device

charge distribution (ρCL), the MC device charge distribution including PB

and quantum con�nement (ρQC), and the as-calculated equilibrium quantum-

mechanical charge distribution in the Boltzmann limit from the preceding

subsection (ρQM, the right-hand side of Eq. 2.7).

Above threshold, a strong interface potential well attracts electrons

to the surface, as expected classically (ρCL, top left). Upon the inclusion

of the QCPs, however, we see a device distribution with the population fo-

cused in the center of the channel and repelled from the interface as expected

quantum-mechanically (ρQC, top middle). Yet this corrected shift of the car-

rier population is not as strong as for the reference Boltzmann equilibrium

calculation (ρQM, top right), nor should it be. Unlike the calculations from

which the QCPs were obtained, the quantum-corrected MC device simula-

tions, corresponding to ρQC, are also subject to degenerate statistics. Carrier

degeneracy, combined with e�ectively reduced DOS for predominantly down-
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Figure 2.5 � Real-space redistribution of charge under quantum con�nement.
(a) In0.53Ga0.47As FinFET with the channel slice containing the charge distributions of
b and c. (b) At the overdrive gate voltage of 0.35 V above threshold, the classical
electron charge density is attracted to the channel surface (top left, ρCL). Including
QCPs repels carriers from the interface (top middle, ρQC) although degeneracy e�ects
smear the spatial distribution relative to the as-calculated equilibrium
Boltzmann-weighted quantum-mechanical charge density (top right, ρQM). (c) Here
ρQC (bottom middle) more closely resembles ρQM (bottom right) at threshold, but
e�ects of degeneracy and non-equilibrium behavior are still evident.

channel directed carriers (reduced by a factor of two in the ballistic limit),

pushes carriers up in energy in the Γ-valley, as well as signi�cantly into the

peripheral valleys. This intervalley transfer of charge is due to a reduced Γ-L

valley-splitting EΓL. The satellite valleys have much larger e�ective masses,

weaker quantum e�ects, and correspondingly smaller QCPs, as captured by

our valley-by-valley treatment of the QCPs. In In0.53Ga0.47As quantum wells,

we typically see the quantum-corrected EΓL reduced by 200−300 meV in the
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channel of the considered FinFET depending on the voltage conditions.

At threshold, but still under non-equilibrium degenerate conditions if

less so, the quantum-corrected device distribution (ρQC, bottom middle) looks

more like the reference quantum-mechanical distribution (ρQM, bottom right),

but di�erences remain clear. In this way, our use of the equilibrium Boltzmann

approximation for the purposes of calculating the QCPs does not prevent us

from using these same QCPs to address quantum con�nement as applied to

non-equilibrium degenerate carrier populations. Moreover, our QCPs are most

accurate but also most important for EF near the quantum-corrected valley

edges. For example, the QCPs change the energy barrier heights for electrons

to enter the constricted FinFET channel and, thus, in particular, the threshold

condition. A good rule of thumb for estimating the resulting shift in threshold

voltage ∆VT in the center of the channel due to quantum con�nement is simply

∆VT ≈ V Γ
QC for III-V materials (with a similar relation for Si considering V ∆

QC).

For more energetic and more degenerate carrier populations, however, it is

easier for electrons to reach the interface than would be expected in a fully

quantum-mechanical calculation, so our QCPs remain somewhat conservative.

2.4.3 Modeling quantum-con�nement-dependent phonon and
ionized-impurity scattering

Strong quantum-con�nement-enhanced phonon scattering long has

been recognized, su�cient enough to more than halve the electron mobility

in Si conduction channels with a few tenths of a MV/cm e�ective interface
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normal �eld absent even surface-roughness scattering.73 This e�ect also has

been seen in quantum transport calculations considering phonon scattering

(as well as collision broadening thereof).27,28 Scattering rates as a function of

energy for electrons under quantum con�nement oscillate about the bulk elec-

tron scattering rates with the introduction of each new �nal state sub-band

when the con�ned carrier's energy is referenced to the expectation value of

the uncorrected position-dependent valley edge. This behavior is illustrated

via analytic Golden-Rule-based calculations for nominally randomizing short-

range quasi-elastic (e.g., deformation potential acoustic phonon) scattering

for one-dimensional con�nement in an in�nite square well and in a (one-sided)

perfect triangular well in Fig. 2.6a and b, respectively. (Initial and �nal state

occupation probabilities have been neglected in these rates.) This illustrative

calculation considers not only the modi�cation of the �nal-state DOS but also

the overlap between initial and �nal states which leads to a preference for

intra-sub-band scattering while remaining otherwise randomizing. In the limit

of wide wells and low interface �elds, these results converge to the bulk limit

as they must. For narrow wells and high interface �elds, however, the scat-

tering rate for the lowest energy carriers, which are substantially above the

bottom of the square well or the expected potential for the triangular well due

to quantum con�nement, increases continuously as the con�nement increases.

To model these e�ects, we simply adjust the MC scattering rate by

shifting the energy of the argument of the scattering rate for a given kinetic

energy εik in the initial valley by the initial valley quantum correction V i
QC,
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Figure 2.6 � Modeling quantum-con�ned scattering using adjusted bulk rates.
The scattering rate for short range nominally randomizing elastic scattering within the
�rst sub-band for 1D quantum con�nement in (a) in�nite square wells of varying width
w, and (b) in�nite one-sided triangular wells of varying �xed interface-normal �eld E.
The curves are labeled by how many sub-bands are picked up within the given energy
range for each respective con�nement condition. The scattering rates oscillate about
the bulk rate (bulk) when the carrier energy is referenced to the expectation value of
the electrostatic potential, more closely approaching the bulk limit with reduced
con�nement. For increased con�nement, the scattering rate for low-energy �rst
sub-band carriers is increased substantially. By using the bulk scattering rate but
starting at the quantum-corrected band-edge VQC (a, quantum-corrected rate), our
approximation captures the overall increase in the basic scattering rate, if missing the
oscillations and being somewhat conservative for low-energy carriers. By comparison,
simply shifting the zero of the bulk rate by the quantum-con�ned band-edge energy (a,
shifted bulk rate) results in a much larger error.

as also illustrated (Fig. 2.6a, quantum-corrected rate). That is, the quantum-

corrected scattering rate RQC
i→f from some initial state i to some �nal state f

is given in terms of the uncorrected (classical) scattering rate RCL
i→f as

RQC
i→f (ε

i
k) = RCL

i→f (ε
i
k + V i

QC) ; εfk = (εik + V i
QC − V

f
QC −∆i,f + δE) > 0

RQC
i→f (ε

i
k) = 0 ; εfk = (εik + V i

QC − V
f

QC −∆i,f + δE) < 0
(2.11)
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for any assumed energy conserving scattering processes, where ∆i,f is the un-

corrected energy separation from the initial valley edge to the �nal valley edge,

and δE is the energy gained from (positive) or lost to (negative) the environ-

ment in the scattering process. We make the same adjustment for intravalley

and intervalley scattering, quasi-elastic and inelastic, and (nominally) ran-

domizing and non-randomizing scattering alike. (For intervalley scattering,

the correction V i
QC to the total energy of a carrier with kinetic energy εik raises

the total energy with respect to the uncorrected band edge of the �nal valley

just as for the initial valley.) Once the scattering rate has been selected, a spe-

ci�c �nal state subject to εfk = εik +V i
QC−V

f
QC−∆i,f + δE is chosen consistent

with the relative probability determined by the di�erence in the initial and

allowed �nal state k values in the usual way as appropriate for each scattering

process.

While this approach misses the oscillations with energy and, in that

way, is somewhat conservative for the lowest energy carriers, it captures the

larger overall shift in the scattering rates with quantum con�nement with no

requirement to actually recalculate the scattering rates themselves from �rst-

principles. Certainly this approach is more e�ective than simply shifting the

zero of the bulk scattering rate itself by the QCP (Fig. 2.6a, shifted bulk rate).

However we note that the e�ect of quantum con�nement (and of this quantum

correction in particular), can be relatively small or even reduce the scattering

rates for non-randomizing long-range scattering interactions, consistent with

their bulk energy dependence. An illustrative example of selecting the correct
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Figure 2.7 � Selecting the choice of �nal state for quantum-con�ned
scattering. Quantum-con�ned intervalley scattering from the Γ-valley to an L-valley
via absorption of an optical phonon of energy δE = h̄ω in In0.53Ga0.47As, whereby the
choice of �nal state scattering rate becomes a function of the total energy
EΓ

QC = εΓ
k + V Γ

QC, where the QCP V Γ
QC raises the initial and, thus, �nal state energies

relative to the uncorrected valley edges alike.

�nal quantum-corrected state energy for intervalley optical phonon absorption,

and identifying the energies needed for the quantum-corrected scattering rate,

is shown in Fig. 2.7. Consistent with the underlying localized-particle MC

method, this correction is implemented in terms of the �nal-state valley QCPs

as a local function of r, V f
QC(r). This approach has been used previously by

our group43,44 for 1D con�nement in 2D MC simulations, but it is extended

here in this study to 2D con�nement in 3D simulations.

In Fig. 2.8 we illustrate our quantum-corrected scattering model ap-

plied to phonon scattering rates (+QCS), as well as the contribution from

SR scattering (+SR) as discussed in the next section. The corrected rates
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are compared to the reference bulk rate (bulk) for electrons in the Γ-valley

of In0.53Ga0.47As. The employed QCPs correspond to the channel center of a

6 nm wide �n geometry at equlibrium threshold conditions leading to mod-

erately high values of V Γ
QC = 375 meV, and smaller values of V L

QC and V X
QC,

150 meV and 100 meV, respectively. Not only are the rates of allowed scatter-

ing processes enhanced conistent with the V Γ
QC shift in the energy argument,

but the onset of intervalley scattering, and thus the intervalley transfer (IVT)

of electrons, is reduced in energy by the di�erence in valley QCPs.

2.4.4 Modeling quantum-con�nement-dependent surface-
roughness scattering

Surface-roughness (SR) scattering is calculated formally as a function

of the e�ects of variation in the surface location and the quantum-con�ned

energies, which makes it a candidate for approximation via QCPs. We moti-

vate our �nal use of our position-, valley-, and orientation-dependent QCPs to

model SR scattering by considering some limiting behaviors of SR scattering

rates in well-known systems. In quantum wells de�ned by triangular con�ning

potentials, such as in inversion layers in planar MOSFETs, the SR scattering

rate varies as SSR ∝ E2
eff where Eeff is the interface-normal e�ective electric

�eld de�ning the triangular well.74�76 Since the eigenenergies of the con�ned

states Ei have an E
3/2
eff dependence on the e�ective electric �eld, we note that

the SR scattering rate varies as E3
i . In narrow in�nite square wells of width

w, SR scattering rates have been observed77,78 to obey SSR ∝ w−6, while the

eigenenergies Ei have a w−2 dependence. Again we note that SR scattering
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Figure 2.8 � Enhanced scattering rates due to quantum con�nement. Calculated
In0.53Ga0.47As Γ-valley scattering rates comparing the bulk rate against those including
quantum-con�ned scattering (+QCS) and additional surface-roughness scattering
(+SR) in the device channel center of a 6 nm wide �n under equilibrium conditions at
threshold. Not only are the rates increased due to quantum con�nement, but
intervalley scattering, and thus the intervalley transfer (IVT) of electrons, occurs at
lower kinetic energies versus the bulk case.

varies as E3
i . We therefore postulate, at least as a �rst ansatz, a generalized

approximate SR scattering rate for an electron at position r in valley g as

SgSR(r) ≡ CSR ×
(
V g

QC(r)
)3

(2.12)

for our quantum-corrected MC simulations. In addition to reproducing the

basic con�nement dependence of SR scattering in these two limits, this ansatz

also scales to the required result for very wide wells approaching the classical
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limit. There the SR is only signi�cant for carriers near the surface and where

our QCPs also would remain nonzero, modeling quantum-mechanical surface

repulsion which remains no matter how wide the well, but is otherwise width

independent.

In Eq. 2.12, while
(
V g

QC(r)
)3

represents the e�ects of quantum con�ne-

ment on SR scattering, the lead coe�cient CSR represents the amount of actual

SR. SR is a function of interface quality and, thus, will vary with both channel

and dielectric material and even strain and growth conditions, particularly in

nascent technologies. However, the lack of universal experimental results and

rapid evolution in both FinFET and III-V technologies makes a calibration of

CSR for these systems problematic. For this work, we calibrated CSR to repro-

duce known experimental SR scattering rates obtained for a planar Si/thermal

SiO2 interface channel, having also considered con�ned phonon scattering in

both cases.73 This approach likely is optimistic for Si FinFETs and, more so,

for In0.53Ga0.47As FinFETs. However, it also provides another control for our

simulations, allowing us to focus on the intrinsic properties of the two host

material systems. However, although the assumed SR represented by CSR is

held constant, the behavior of the quantum con�nement�represented here via

the QCPs�and, thus, the actual SR scattering will vary with material as well

as energy valley and valley orientation.

Here, since the interface roughness interaction with the channel wave

function is non-local along the channel, we have chosen an elastic long-range

non-randomizing polar optical phonon-like selection procedure for the �nal
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state after SR scattering,37,38 calibrated as noted above, which should be suf-

�cient for the purposes of this work. We have plotted the thus-calculated SR

scattering rate contribution for the electrons in the Γ-valley of In0.53Ga0.47As

of the same FinFET channel in Fig. 2.8. Initially the SR scattering more than

doubles the scattering rate despite the likely underestimated amount of SR.

However, with increasing energy, the randomizing intervalley phonon scatter-

ing processes soon become the dominant scattering mechanisms again.

2.5 Model comparisons

2.5.1 Illustrative impact of included quantum corrections on III-V
and Si FinFET performance

We illustrate the QCs, and the e�ects of degenerate populations and

quantum con�nement, by benchmarking In0.53Ga0.47As devices against indus-

try standard Si devices, and by isolating the impact of each quantum cor-

rection. The FinFET sidewall orientation is (100)/〈100〉 and the reference

FinFET geometry is described in detail in Section 2.2. We compare the two

materials' respective transfer curves IDS − VGS in Fig. 2.9 and their transcon-

ductances and ON-state currents in Table 2.1 sampled at the overdrive gate

voltage of VON = VGS − VT = 350 mV, while adding modeled quantum ef-

fects one at a time. We also analyze these results in terms of a quasi-ballistic

representation of the current motivated by Lundstrom21,22

IDS = q nb vinj γ , (2.13)
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where q is the fundamental charge and, by de�nition, nb is the total cross-

sectional charge density at the top of the source-to-channel potential barrier.

The injection velocity vinj is the average velocity along the channel of incident

charge carriers (those moving toward the drain) at the barrier-top, and γ is

the injection e�ciency. The injection e�ciency is

γ =
1−Rj

1 +Rn

, (2.14)

with a distinction made here between re�ection in terms of current j re�ection

in the numerator and charge n re�ection in the denominator. The ratio of

re�ected (−) current to incident (+) current is Rj ≡ 〈n−〉〈v−〉/〈n+〉〈v+〉, the

ratio of re�ected charge to incident charge is Rn = 〈n−〉/〈n+〉, 〈v+〉 ≡ vinj, and

〈n+〉+ 〈n−〉 ≡ nb, with all parameters once again measured at the barrier-top.

Meanwhile, nb depends on the gate overdrive voltage, controlled by the series

combination of the dielectric capacitance and the channel quantum (DOS)

capacitance.

In0.53Ga0.47As strongly outperforms Si under classical MC simulation

assumptions (Fig. 2.9a and b, CL), consistent with a smaller transport e�ective

mass in its Γ-valley than in the six equivalent Si ∆-valley carriers. Since

degeneracy is not considered in our CL model, both devices exhibit similar gate

capacitances, and the 3× di�erence in ION can be explained by the roughly 3×

larger injection velocity of In0.53Ga0.47As versus Si in the semi-classical limit.

The observed injection velocity of In0.53Ga0.47As is curbed, however, by the

large non-parabolicity constant αΓ of its Γ-band, especially at larger kinetic

energies, where αγ can decrease incident velocities as much as 50%.
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Figure 2.9 � (100)/〈100〉 FinFET performance comparison of In0.53Ga0.47As
versus Si with varying quantum-corrected models. (a) As the Pauli-blocking (PB)
of scattering, and then quantum-correction potentials (+QCP) are added, as well as
QC-dependent phonon (+QCS) and surface-roughness scattering (+SR), the
performance of the In0.53Ga0.47As FinFET device (left) is substantially degraded
relative to classical (CL) expectations. (b) Si is shown to be more robust against
carrier degeneracy and quantum-con�nement e�ects (right), although its performance
is also moderated compared to classical expectations.

The inclusion of the PB of scattering and resulting degenerate statis-

tics then greatly moderates the performance of In0.53Ga0.47As relative to Si

(Fig. 2.9a and b, PB). Indeed, PB-Si actually performs better than in the CL-

Si case due to increased thermal velocities of degenerate electrons injected from

the source versus the non-degenerate CL case. Although the same is true of

In0.53Ga0.47As, whose injection velocity increases from 3.2 to 4.3× 107 cm/sec

considering degeneracy, its cross-sectional charge density is reduced 85% in

the PB case due to severely reduced quantum (DOS) capacitance in this light-

e�ective mass material.

In addition to degeneracy, we then employ the quantum-correction po-
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tentials (Fig. 2.9a and b, +QCP) to model our �rst level of quantum con�ne-

ment. The performance of In0.53Ga0.47As is diminished as the charge density

is redistributed among the energy valleys through scattering via reduced in-

tervalley separations. In the PB case, 99% of the sampled carriers at the

barrier-top occupy Γ-states, which is reduced to only 26% in the +QCP case.

This corresponds to a reduction in the injection e�ciency from γPB = 90%

down to γQCP = 43%, coinciding with the greater occupation of heavier-mass

satellite valleys, which experience worse backscattering. Notably the ther-

mal velocity also dwindles from 4.3 down to 2.5 × 107 cm/sec. However,

there is a competition here, as occupation of the L- and X-valleys rapidly in-

creases the di�erential quantum capacitance of In0.53Ga0.47As, and gate control

over nb, correspondingly. Si is more robust to quantum con�nement in con-

trast, however. In this (100)/〈100〉 �n con�guration, the con�nement-induced

In0.53Ga0.47As
CL PB +QCP +QCS +SR

gM (mA/µm/V) 9.90 3.17 1.62 1.50 1.09
ION (mA/µm) 1.57 0.57 0.33 0.31 0.23

Si
CL PB +QCP +QCS +SR

gM (mA/µm/V) 2.51 2.71 2.30 2.04 1.63
ION (mA/µm) 0.60 0.67 0.50 0.43 0.37

Table 2.1 � ON-state performance by model. The transconductance gM

and the drain current ION, sampled at VDS = 600 mV and
VON = VGS − VT = 350 mV. Both have been normalized by the �n perimeter,
(2Tfin +Wfin).
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degeneracy-splitting of the ∆-bands results in larger occupation of the ∆2-

valleys oriented normal to the sides of the �n, which have the lightest trans-

port e�ective mass and higher thermal velocity. This partially o�sets worse

quantum (DOS) capacitance, leading to an overall smaller relative reduction

in current for Si compared to In0.53Ga0.47As. These results in both materials

highlight the importance of a valley-by-valley treatment of quantum correc-

tions.

We next add the quantum-con�ned scattering using the same QCPs

(Fig. 2.9a and b, +QCS). Performance degrades in both material systems due

to signi�cantly enhanced scattering rates, although this quantum correction

had the smallest e�ect on the overall drive current performance in the consid-

ered device structure.

Finally, we add the surface-roughness scattering (Fig. 2.9a and b, +SR).

ION and gM su�er in both materials, albeit worse for In0.53Ga0.47As. The

light-mass Γ-valley carriers, having the largest QCPs, experience the worst

SR scattering, reducing the In0.53Ga0.47As overall injection e�ciency to γSR =

33% down from γQCS = 43%. Nevertheless, the e�ect of SR scattering is

smaller than one might otherwise expect, even allowing for the proximity to

the ballistic limit. Previously our group has observed in both MC43,44 and

quantum transport simulations27 that SR and phonon scattering rates are

not simply additive concerning the e�ects on channel transport, and that the

whole is less than the sum of the parts. (E.g., phonon emission reducing a

carrier's energy to below the barrier-top can prevent subsequent SR induced
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back-scattering.) Also, because of calibration to the amount of SR to the more

ideal planar Si-SiO2 interface, the estimates of SR and, thus, SR scattering,

therefore, are likely conservative.

2.5.2 E�ects of satellite valleys on III-V electron transport

In terms of the e�ects of occupation of the peripheral valleys in

In0.53Ga0.47As, there is ambiguity for two reasons, however. First, at the

considered valley o�set of EΓL = 487 meV and doping density of ND =

5 × 1019 cm−3, the Fermi level is su�ciently high in the source and drain

that we inject directly into the bottom of the satellite L-valleys in the sim-

ulations above. Thus the mechanism by which carriers reach the peripheral

valleys within the channel, whether by this injection from the boundaries or

by scattering within the simulation region, is inconclusive. Therefore the role

of intervalley scattering on transport is unclear. Moreover, there is signi�cant

uncertainty in reported intervalley separations, with some models suggesting58

su�ciently large separations that carriers would remain almost entirely local-

ized to the Γ-valley. We address both of these issues by reducing the assumed

source and drain doping to 1 × 1019 cm−3, below that achievable through

post-crystal growth doping, such that the Fermi level at EF − EC = 290 meV

remains well below the peripheral valley edges and eliminates injection into the

L-valleys from the contacts. We then perform simulations with and without

intervalley scattering to isolate its impact. Including intervalley scattering pro-

vides understanding of the role of intervalley scattering within the simulation
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region on transport provided the peripheral valleys are available for occupa-

tion. Excluding intervalley scattering allows analysis of device behavior absent

the availability of peripheral valleys for occupation.

With the intervalley separations as considered previously, intervalley

scattering turned on, but the S/D doping reduced to 1 × 1019 cm−3, we still

�nd large occupation of the satellite valleys in the channel in the ON-state,

where the gate and not the S/D doping controls the carrier density and the

intervalley separation is reduced by quantum con�nement. Roughly 58% of

the charge in the channel occupies L- and X-states, although all the charge

from the source and drain is injected into the Γ-valley. This result points

to the continuing need to model intervalley scattering within the simulation

region�absent contact injection, and perhaps even with it, ballistic treatments

of transport cannot model the role of energetically available peripheral valleys.

However, the absence of energetically available peripheral valleys�or

ignoring scattering to available ones�does have a signi�cant impact on device

performance. Transfer curves are shown in Fig. 2.10 for devices with full QCs

comparing In0.53Ga0.47As FinFETs with S/D doped to ND = 1 × 1019 cm−3

with intervalley scattering and without (no IV). Transfer curves for Si and

In0.53Ga0.47As devices from Fig. 2.9 doped to ND = 5 × 1019 cm−3 also are

shown for reference. As stated previously, there are competing e�ects of inter-

valley scattering on device performance. With intervalley scattering turned

on, overall channel injection e�ciency is poor (γ = 36%), having signi�-

cant occupation of the high-scattering rate peripheral valleys, as well as sub-
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Figure 2.10 � The role of satellite valleys in In0.53Ga0.47As transport. The
individual curves are labeled by their doping density and are In0.53Ga0.47As channels
unless noted as Si. (a) With a larger injection velocity, the In0.53Ga0.47As device having
no intervalley scattering (no IV) outperforms the device including the peripheral valleys,
although it has a smaller quantum capacitance. It also outperforms the In0.53Ga0.47As
device having a larger doping density of 5× 1019 cm−3 and even crosses-over Si at
larger gate biases. (b) Si, however, still has the largest ON-current at the given drive
voltage determined by ITRS predictions for future CMOS.

stantial intervalley scattering that, itself, produces back-scattering. In con-

trast, the quantum capacitance increases with the occupation of the satel-

lite valleys, leading to an overall larger carrier population in the channel for

a given gate voltage than otherwise would be found. However, the larger

gate control of the device including intervalley scattering is not enough to

o�set the greater bene�ts enjoyed by the device where the peripheral valleys

are no longer available (Fig. 2.10, no IV), whose large injection velocity of

4.3 × 107 cm/sec is great enough to outperform even the In0.53Ga0.47As de-

vice doped to ND = 5 × 1019 cm−3 and included intervalley scattering. This

intervalley-scattering-free device even outperforms Si at larger gate biases well
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above threshold, as its DOS and, thus, quantum capacitance grows with in-

creasing energy. However, at the considered ITRS voltages where the quantum

capacitance is lower, it still exhibits a smaller ION where there is a more rapid

turn-on of the drain current in the Si device just above threshold. Notably,

with much higher available doping (e.g., ND > 5 × 1020 cm−3 in Ref. 79), Si

devices would be expected to have still better performance relative to III-V

devices due to reduced S/D resistances and better contacts.

Our device results with full quantum corrections can be compared qual-

itatively to previous studies. However, quantitative comparison to Si-FinFET

experimental results is di�cult due to, e.g., di�erent geometries,79,80 strain

considerations, and uncertainty in surface roughness. The same can be said

regarding existing III-V FinFET experimental devices and technologies.11,81

It is also di�cult to make quantitative comparisons among the experimental

results for similar reasons. In addition, our simulations excluded realistic mod-

eling of contact resistance, which was done to isolate the respective channel

behavior across materials to study the relevant transport physics considered.

For comparison to others simulations, there are no other MC simulators cur-

rently that treat the array of quantum e�ects modeled in this work. However,

ballistic quantum transport simulations have exhibited the same qualitative

trend exhibited here, namely that Si devices may continue to outperform III-

V devices moving forward.82,83
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2.6 Discussion

In this chapter, we provided an ensemble MC methodology with the

most complete set of quantum corrections in terms of the number of quan-

tum mechanical e�ects addressed: far-from-equilibrium degenerate statistics

and associated PB of scattering and limited quantum (DOS) capacitance, and

con�nement e�ects including altered energy separations between energy valley

minima and quantum-con�nement-dependent phonon and surface-roughness

scattering, in addition to electron redistribution in real space and modi�ed

source-to-channel potential barriers. We developed each of our methods indi-

vidually within this article with a focus on our new contributions and discussed

their relevance in terms of nanoscale n-channel FinFET device performance,

illustrated through application to example In0.53Ga0.47As and Si devices.

For the treatment of the PB of scattering, we avoid the common use of

Fermi-Dirac equilibrium electron distributions to approximate the �nal state

occupation probabilities. Instead, our method directly samples even far-from-

equilibrium forward-going and backward-going local electron populations as

a function of energy valley and energy, and uses those occupation probabili-

ties self-consistently to model PB. We also introduced sub-carriers (fractional

carriers) to suppress classical molecular dynamics carrier-carrier interactions

that inherently do not consider the Pauli exclusion principle, with the added

bene�ts of enhancing simulation statistics and minimizing self-forces. Our

method of calculating degenerate carrier populations was shown to limit to

Fermi-Dirac statistics under equilibrium conditions, while �exibly adapting to
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more complex distributions under bias.

We modeled the above-noted quantum-con�nement e�ects via space,

valley, and orientation-dependent quantum-correction potentials. In do-

ing so, we extended to 3D a treatment of quantum-con�ned phonon and

ionized-impurity scattering developed previously in-house, and found a ver-

satile method for modeling surface-roughness scattering with these potentials

that extends to arbitrary potential-well shapes, giving material, valley, and

orientation-dependent SR scattering in various device geometries.

We showed that collectively these modeled quantum e�ects can sub-

stantially degrade or even eliminate otherwise expected bene�ts of considered

In0.53Ga0.47As devices over industry-standard Si devices, despite lower bulk

electron masses, higher mobilities, and higher thermal velocities found in III-

V materials, even while neglecting non-ideal contacts and reduced interface

quality that are likely to be worse for III-Vs.

We note that it also may be possible to use quantum corrections in the

ways described herein within simpler drift-di�usion or hydrodynamic simula-

tors, albeit using more computationally e�cient methods for calculating the

potentials themselves.
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Chapter 3

Device scaling studies

3.1 Dimensional scaling study

In an analysis of possible future logic device scaling trends, high per-

formance n-channel Si and InGaAs FinFETs are simulated down to channel

lengths Lch = 9 nm using ensemble Monte Carlo with state-of-the-art quan-

tum corrections. Si-channel devices exhibit somewhat superior short channel

behavior as evidenced by lower subthreshold swing S = (ln 10)dVGS/d(ln IDS)

and drain-induced barrier lowering DIBL= dΦb/dVDS, where Φb is the channel

potential barrier. In addition, InGaAs devices exhibit just comparable drive

currents to Si. The less-than-hoped-for InGaAs ON-state performance is a

result of more severe adverse quantum degeneracy and con�nement e�ects.

3.1.1 Device structure and results

The simulations of this Chapter employ a slightly di�erent device as

compared to the FinFET of Chapter 2. This device was developed in collab-
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wSRB = 6 nm  

Strain relaxed buffer: InP  

tSTI = 10 

wSTI = 12  

Shallow trench isolation: SiO2  

tFIN = 35  

wFIN = 6  
Fin channel: InGaAs or Si  

tOX = 3  

LCH = 18  

Gate stack: HfO2  Spacer: Si3N4  

tSP = 10  

LSP = 5  

Metal  

LC = 8 nm 

Figure 3.1 � Edge view of simulated FinFET transistor showing each material
region. The strain relaxed bu�er provides a defect-free �n-channel, while the shallow
trench isolation electrically isolates adjacent FinFETs. The source and drain reservoirs
are doped with a grading falling o� as 1 decade/nm while the �n-channel is otherwise
undoped. Including realistic spacer and metal regions e�ectively captures the relevant
electrostatics. All dimensions are shown in nm.

oration with GLOBALFOUNDRIES USA, Inc. and uses a �at narrow �n as

opposed to a �n which opens up into the S/D reserviors (compare Fig. 3.1 to

Fig. 2.1 of Chapter 2).

We �rst simulated the device of Fig. 3.1 with various channels: Si

(100) surface/〈100〉 channel, Si (100)/〈110〉, In0.53Ga0.47As, and In0.70Ga0.30As

(Fig. 3.2, left), where the InGaAs devices have shown little channel orientation

dependence. All channel materials lead to similar peak transconductances gM,

but Si (100)/〈100〉 provides a superior ON-sate current ION (Fig. 3.2, right),
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In0.53Ga0.47As 

Si <100> 

In0.7Ga0.3As 

Si <110> 

zoom 
inset 

In0.53Ga0.47As 

Si <100> 

In0.7Ga0.3As 

Si <110> 

ION 

VON 

Figure 3.2 � Comparing ON-state performance. Transfer characteristic IDS vs.
VGS − VT for FinFETs from Fig. 3.1 with various channels. The right �gure is a
zoomed view of the overdrive voltage VON = VGS − VT = 350 mV (with
end-of-the-ITRS65 supply VDD and threshold VT voltages 0.6 V and 0.25 V). Si 〈100〉
exhibits the largest ON-state current ION, while Si 〈110〉 and In0.53Ga0.47As have
nearly identical signals. The ION advantage for Si 〈100〉 and disadvantage for
In0.70Ga0.30As are a result of more and less abrupt turn-on, respectively, beyond the
assumed threshold current of IDS

∣∣
VT

= 0.01 mA/µm.

substantially due to more abrupt turn-on after reaching the assumed threshold

current of 0.01 mA/µm.

Si devices have the advantage of greater source and drain (S/D) doping

than the InGaAs devices (ND = 2× 1020 cm−3 vs. ND = 1× 1019 cm−3 in the

simulations of Fig. 3.2). However, there is limited bene�t to increasing the

doping further in the InGaAs devices, at least in terms of peak gM, while Si

devices exhibit greater bene�t to complement their greater available dopant

concentrations (Fig. 3.3). In InGaAs, as we learned from Chapter 2, increas-

ing the S/D doping has diminishing returns once the Fermi level moves into

the satellite L-valleys. Conversely, in Si, increasing the doping continues to
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In0.53Ga0.47As 

Si (100)/<100> 

Figure 3.3 � Dependence of channel peak transconductance on source/drain
doping. In0.53Ga0.47As exhibits higher peak gM than Si 〈100〉 does at the same doping.
However, the advantage decreases with increasing doping, and greater doping is
available in Si devices.

enhance the average thermal velocity, which gets a bonus contribution as the

S/D become more and more degenerate.

Moreover, on this scale, the Si devices more than meet short channel

metrics of 70 mV/decade subthreshold swing S and 70 mV/V DIBL with a

LCH = 3Wfin design rule, while In0.53Ga0.47As devices require slightly longer

channels to meet these metrics (Fig. 3.4). In general, III-V devices exhibit

poor SCE compared to Si due to their larger dielectric permittivity which

e�ectively couples the S/D to the channel potential more strongly.

We then used the LCH = 3Wfin design rule to scale the FinFET struc-

ture of Fig. 3.1 according to ITRS65 predictions for future nodes. Comparing

the common Si (100)/〈110〉 option to In0.53Ga0.47As (Fig. 3.5), Si devices main-
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In0.53Ga0.47As 

70 mV/V 

Si (100)/<100> 

In0.53Ga0.47As 

70 mV/dec 

Si (100)/<100> 

Figure 3.4 � Channel length scaling. Holding all parameters constant including the
6 nm �n width, the device of Fig. 3.1 is scaled via LCH = 21, 18, and 15 nm
respectively. Si (100)/〈100〉 outperforms In0.53Ga0.47As in all metrics. Setting a
benchmark for electrostatic control of S < 70 mV/dec and DIBL< 70 mV/V, a design
rule of LCH = 3Wfin is more than su�cient for Si, while In0.53Ga0.47As requires
somewhat longer channels, approximately LCH = 3(Wfin + 1).

tain better electrostatic control, although diminishing in both systems. Both

channels have comparable ION through 2022. The excellent Si (100)/〈100〉 per-

formance and robust scaling trends even up to 2022 could possibly motivate

multi-orientation CMOS in future nodes if necessay (i.e., n-channel (100)/〈100〉

and p-channel (100)/〈110〉 on the same chip).

3.1.2 Discussion

For future FinFETs, the Monte Carlo simulations of this section sug-

gest that proposed InGaAs n-channel devices would exhibit roughly compara-

ble drive currents and somewhat inferior short-channel electrostatic control as

compared to Si FinFETs. A combination of negative quantum e�ects substan-

tially moderates otherwise expected advantages of the InGaAs devices based

on bulk non-degenerate thermal velocities.
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Year 

In0.53Ga0.47As 

Si <100>, <110> 

In0.53Ga0.47As 

Year 

Si (100)/<110> 

Si (100)/<100> 

Year 

In0.53Ga0.47As 

Si <100>, <110> 

Figure 3.5 � FinFET device scaling. The device from Fig. 3.1 is then scaled via
LCH = 3Wfin according to possible device nodes at 2016 (LCH = 15 nm, Wfin = 5 nm),
2019 (LCH = 12 nm, Wfin = 4 nm), and 2022 (LCH = 9 nm, Wfin = 3 nm). ON-state
drive current remains comparable between Si (100)/〈110〉 versus In0.53Ga0.47As, while
the Si (100)/〈100〉 device boasts a roughly 3× greater drive current. The Si devices
continue exercising somewhat better short channel control in terms of subthreshold
swing S and DIBL, with both metrics becoming worse for shorter channels. In terms of
ION it might prove more feasible to move to Si 〈100〉 channels rather than integrate
In0.53Ga0.47As material processes. Currently, nMOS Si 〈110〉 channels are incorporated
to match pMOS technologies, which for which Si 〈110〉 orientation is preferred.

3.2 Dielectric scaling study and the impact of the gate
oxide e�ective mass on channel quantum con�ne-
ment

FinFET geometries have been developed for the sub-22 nm regime to

extend Si-CMOS scaling via improved electrostatics compared to planar tech-

nology. Moreover, engineers have incorporated high-k oxide gate stacks. Be-

yond leakage current, less discussed is the impact of the gate oxide's complex

band structure on the device performance. However, it de�nes the boundary

condition for the channel wave function at the interface, which, in turn, a�ects

the quantum-con�nement energy for channel electrons. Here we show that the

ON-state performance of n-channel FinFETs may be sensitive to the oxide's

complex band structure, especially with light-mass III-V channel materials,
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such as In0.53Ga0.47As. We study this e�ect using the ensemble semi-classical

Monte Carlo device simulator of Chapter 2 which includes advanced quantum

corrections for degeneracy and con�nement e�ects. Our simulations suggest

that using a surface oxide with a heavy e�ective mass may lower the channel

carrier con�nement energies, mitigating unwanted quantum side-e�ects that

hinder device performance. Ultimately, future high-k stacks may bene�t from

oxide gate stack heterostructures balancing e�ective mass and dielectric per-

mittivity considerations.

3.2.1 Alternate gate oxide materials for scaling CMOS

Physical limits84 have become the pressing challenge for Si planar metal-

oxide-semiconductor-�eld-e�ect-transistors (MOSFETs) when considering fu-

ture device nodes. Simply reducing device dimensions is no longer su�cient,

as nano-scale planar CMOS devices su�er from debilitating short-channel ef-

fects (SCE).10 Poor electrostatic control can lead to substantial drain-induced

barrier lowering (DIBL) and degraded device subthreshold swing (S), as well

as limiting transconductance (gm), contributing to poor ON/OFF ratios.

Incorporation of new three-dimensional (3D) geometries, especially that

of the 3D �n-shaped MOSFET (FinFET),9 has extended the scaling life of

MOSFETs via improved gate control, as well as reduced on-chip surface area.

FinFETs are likely to drive scaling in future device nodes.12,13 Moreover, high

dielectric constant (high-k) oxide stacks have improved gate-to-channel ca-

pacitive coupling, allowing for reduced e�ective electrostatic oxide thicknesses
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(EOT), despite increased physical thicknesses to prevent tunneling.

Alternate channel materials also are being considered widely for future

device nodes, such as III-Vs for n-channel devices in particular.16 III-Vs may

provide a performance boost versus Si in the ON-state via higher bulk mo-

bilities and higher thermal injection velocities associated with lighter masses,

the latter being more important approaching the ballistic limit. In particular,

In0.53Ga0.44As, which is lattice-matched to fabrication-friendly InP,15 provides

Γ-valley electrons with an e�ective mass of m∗Γ = 0.044 me. However, for

deeply-scaled devices a host of quantum-mechanical e�ects may diminish the

otherwise expected advantages. Considerations of the Pauli exclusion princi-

ple lead to reduced quantum/density-of-states (DOS) capacitance (Cq), while

quantum con�nement reduces intervalley separations, increases phonon scat-

tering rates, and decreases electrostatic capacitance as the carriers are shifted

further from the interface.

In this section, we show that the choice of gate oxide may a�ect de-

vice performance not just through the electrostatics but also through these

quantum-con�nement e�ects, as it establishes the boundary conditions on the

channel wave function. To this end, we use the ensemble semi-classical Monte

Carlo (MC) simulation tool with advanced quantum corrections that was de-

scribed in Chapter 2 to model nano-scale In0.53Ga0.47As FinFETs. We �nd

that use of lighter gate oxide e�ective masses (m∗ox) actually leads to increased

quantum-con�nement e�ects, including increased scattering and intervalley

transfer, and, thus, reduced ON-state performance. In this way, we �nd that
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the otherwise expected advantage of higher-k materials may be minimized by

often-associated lighter masses, and that oxide stacks combining higher-mass

surface dielectrics with higher-k dielectric over-layers could prove optimal.

3.2.2 Gate oxide dielectric constant e�ects

In0.53Ga0.47As transistors with the geometry of Fig. 3.1 are simulated

with varying gate oxide dielectric constants. Fig. 3.6 shows the result of in-

creasing the gate oxide dielectric constant from an Al2O3-like εr = 7.8 (gray

curves) to a HfO2-like εr = 22.3 (black curves), but otherwise using Al2O3-like

parameters85 in both cases.

As expected, a larger εr delivers better performance (Fig. 3.6a), empha-

sized by the larger peak transconductance gM = MAX{dIDS/dVGS}, lowered

OFF-state S, and DIBL= dΦb/dVDS, where Φb is the channel potential bar-

rier (Table 3.1). The better performance can be understand in terms of the

increased capacitive coupling of the gate to the channel (Fig. 3.6b).

Dielectric constant εr = 7.8 εr = 22.3
EOT (nm) 1.0 0.35

gM (mA/µm/V) 2.4 3.8
S (mV/dec) 76 67
DIBL (mV/V) 94 55

Table 3.1 � E�ects of the variation of the gate oxide dielectric
constant on FinFET performance. A larger gate oxide dielectric constant
improves ON-state transconductance and sub-threshold behavior.
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εr = 22.3 
εr = 7.8 

a In0.53Ga0.47As 
 

ND = 5x1019 cm-3  
 

mox* = 0.4me 

b 

εr = 22.3 
εr = 7.8 

Figure 3.6 � Varying oxide dielectric constant. (a) IDS vs. VGS − VT for
otherwise identical FinFETs having gate oxide dielectric εR = 7.8 (gray) compared to
εR = 22.3 (black). (b) Increasing the dielectric constant (from gray to black) induces a
larger channel inversion charge density Qch (right-axis) and capacitance
Cch = dQch/dVGS (left-axis).
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E�ective mass m∗ox = 0.4me m∗ox = 0.08me

EOT (nm) 1.0 1.0
gM (mA/µm/V) 2.4 1.73
S (mV/dec) 76 75
DIBL (mV/V) 94 94

Table 3.2 � E�ects of the variation of the gate oxide conduction band
e�ective mass on FinFET performance. A larger gate oxide conduction
band e�ective mass improves ON-state performance by reducing the quantum
con�nement experienced by electrons in the FinFET channel.

3.2.3 Gate oxide e�ective mass e�ects

Fig. 3.7 shows the result of decreasing the gate oxide e�ective mass

from an Al2O3-like m∗ox = 0.4me from Ref. 85 (gray curves) to a HfO2-like

m∗ox = 0.08me from Ref. 86 (black curves), but otherwise using Al2O3-like

parameters in both cases.

Fig. 3.7a shows diminished drive current when lowering the oxide ef-

fective mass. Table 3.2 shows that the gM is reduced by almost 30% relative

to the device with higher m∗ox. The culprit is increased quantum con�ne-

ment for the device with lighter m∗ox, as shown by the larger ensemble average

quantum correction for carriers injected over the channel potential barrier-top

(Fig. 3.2b, left-axis). In these simulations, the oxide's complex band structure

is parameterized by its m∗ox along with its barrier height. An increase in cal-

culated quantum-con�ned bound state energies with reduction in m∗ox can be

seen as a by-product of the required mass-di�erence-induced discontinuity in

the wave function derivative at the interface,87 despite also increased barrier
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a 

b 

mox* = 0.4me 
 

In0.53Ga0.47As 
 

ND = 5x1019 cm-3  

εr = 7.8 

mox* = 0.08me 
 

mox* = 0.08me 
 

mox* = 0.4me 
 

Figure 3.7 � Varying oxide e�ective mass. (a) Transfer curves comparing gate
oxide e�ective mass m∗ox = 0.4 (gray) to m∗ox = 0.08 (black). (b) Decreasing the gate
dielectric's e�ective mass increases the average quantum-con�nement energy (left-axis)
and occupation of heavy-mass peripheral valley states (right-axis).
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penetration depths. (We note that our Schrödinger equation and wave func-

tion are discretized in our calculations, with the mass change re�ected only

in (Hermitian) changes in the inter-site hopping potentials. However, this ap-

proach preserves this basic e�ect of the impact of the mass change across the

interface.)

The resulting increase in quantum corrections bolsters an already strong

transfer of electrons to the heavy-mass peripheral valleys (Fig. 3.2b, right-axis)

and degrades the current density. However, SCE are shown to be insensitive

to con�nement, as the S and DIBL are relatively una�ected (Table 3.2).

3.2.4 Gate oxide trade-o�: alumina vs. hafnia

Finally, we compare two otherwise identical FinFET structures, chang-

ing only the gate oxide material from Al2O3 (m∗ox = 0.4me, εr = 7.8, and an

electron a�nity85 producing a 2.56 eV band o�set within the electron-a�nity

rule) to HfO2 (m∗ox = 0.08me, εr = 22.3, and an electron a�nity86 producing

a 2.46 eV band o�set). The physical thickness of the gate oxide is kept at

tox = 2 nm in both cases as a control, although in practice a greater physical

thickness would be expected for the higher-k material.

HfO2, with a larger εr and therefore thinner EOT for a given physi-

cal gate oxide thickness, exhibits superior short channel control in terms of S

and DIBL (Table 3.3). A more interesting comparison is the ON-state per-

formance. Use of Al2O3 leads to weaker electrostatic coupling, and generates

a smaller inversion charge density than the use of HfO2 (Fig. 3.8, right-axis).
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Gate oxide Al2O3 HfO2

εr (ε0) 7.8 22.3
m∗ox(me) 0.4 0.08
EOT (nm) 1.0 0.35

gM (mA/µm/V) 2.4 2.5
S (mV/dec) 76 68
DIBL (mV/V) 94 55

Table 3.3 � E�ects of the variation of the gate oxide material stack on
FinFET performance. Al2O3, with a heavier e�ective mass, is shown to
compete e�ectively against HfO2 in performance despite its lower dielectric
permittivity.

However, with a heavier m∗ox, use of Al2O3 produces smaller quantum correc-

tions in our model, and thus relatively more Γ-valley carriers in the channel

and larger carrier velocities as compared to the use of HfO2 (Fig. 3.8, left-axis).

The counterbalance between degraded electrostatics but moderated quantum-

con�nement e�ects leads to nearly equal channel gM between the materials

(Table 3.3).

3.2.5 Combined gate oxide stacks

Performing MC simulations with state-of-the-art quantum corrections,

we have shown that FinFET devices with light-mass III-V channels may be

sensitive to the gate oxide's complex band structure via its impact on chan-

nel con�nement. For the common device structure considered here, we have

found that heavier-mass Al2O3, even with a smaller dielectric constant and

larger EOT for the same physical oxide thickness, compares well against HfO2
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Al2O3 HfO2 

Figure 3.8 � Trade-o�s between Al2O3 and HfO2 gate dielectrics. Al2O3 (black),
with its smaller dielectric constant than HfO2 (gray), generates a smaller inversion
charge density Qch (right-axis). However, with its heavier e�ective mass and smaller
quantum con�nement, Al2O3 retains more Γ-valley carriers than HfO2 (left-axis).

in the ON-state due to reduced carrier con�nement conditions. Qualitatively,

these results suggest that Al2O3 may be preferred to HfO2 at the same EOT.

A larger oxide dielectric constant provides increased gate capactitance. How-

ever, a larger oxide e�ective mass reduces quantum con�nement while also

reducing the wave function penetration depth in the oxide. Therefore, com-

bining a heavy-mass interface oxide with an over-layer oxide with a large di-

electric constant could provide both bene�ts simultaneously. (Notably, such
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a combination already exists in Si-channel devices with high-k gate stacks in-

corporating heavy-mass native oxide SiO2 surface layers. However, less and

less deleterious�and some even bene�cial�quantum con�nement occurs in Si

devices8,43). Finally, we focused on the e�ect of di�ering oxide m∗ox on device

performance (here with the band o�sets/barrier heights expected to be much

the same for HfO2 and Al2O3
85,86). More generally, this work suggests that

anything that signi�cantly a�ects the boundary conditions on the quantum-

mechanical wave function at the channel-gate dielectric interface may impact

device performance, especially for strong quantum con�nement as expected in

scaled III-V based n-channel MOSFETs.
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Chapter 4

Perpendicular Reading of Single Con�ned

Magnetic Skyrmions

Thin-�lm sub-5 nm magnetic skyrmions constitute an ultimate scaling alter-

native for future digital data storage. Skyrmions are robust non-collinear

spin-textures that can be moved and manipulated by small electrical currents.

A technique is shown here to detect isolated nano-skyrmions with a current-

perpendicular-to-plane geometry, which has immediate implications for device

concepts. The physics behind such a mechanism are explored by studying the

atomistic electronic structure of the magnetic quasiparticles. Investigation

from �rst-principles showed how the isolated skyrmion local-density-of-states,

from which electrons tunnel into the vacuum, when compared to that of the

ferromagnetic background, is modi�ed by the site-dependent spin-mixing of

electronic states with di�erent relative canting angles. Local transport prop-

erties are sensitive to this e�ect, as an atomistic conductance anisotropy of up

to ∼20% is discovered for magnetic skyrmions in Pd/Fe/Ir(111) thin-�lms. In

single skyrmions, engineering this spin-mixing magnetoresistance could possi-
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bly be incorporated in future magnetic storage technologies.

4.1 Single magnetic skyrmions: the ultimate bit

Si complimentary-metal-oxide-semiconductor10 (CMOS) compatible

magnetic devices represent the current state-of-the-art in information data

storage circuits.88 In such devices, the information is encoded by manipulation

of di�erent spatial magnetic domains, and the data is read by sensing the vari-

ation in the magnetoresistance as a function of the magnetization direction.89

Typically, the di�erent spatial magnetic domains are homogeneous ferromag-

netic domains separated by domain walls (DWs), but more exotic magnetic

con�gurations, such as magnetic skyrmions, may be ultimately preferred in

device applications.

Magnetic skyrmions, for topological reasons,90 are relatively robust

particle-like �eld con�gurations,91,92 stable even up to near-room tempera-

ture,93 and could possibly be information carriers or memory storage units in

future information technology nodes. Incorporation of magnetic skyrmions in-

stead of DWs may improve device performance and scaling possibilities.94 DWs

are sensitive to defect-pinning95�97 while skyrmions typically are not.98�100 This

explains reports of skyrmions being moved by electric current densities orders

of magnitude smaller than DWs101,102 while achieving smaller yet sizeable mag-

nitudes of velocity.100,103�105 Smaller current densities mean that skyrmion-

based devices would dissipate less power than DW-based devices, and possibly

meet stringent power requirements for future deeply-scaled technologies.65
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Recent work has shown more subtle defect-pinning dynamics in

skyrmions, however. In certain spin-polarized electric current regimes,

skyrmions may be trapped by point magnetic defects,106 and drift mobilities

of skyrmions in some realistic �lms more closely resemble those of DWs.107

Regardless of defect-pinning (and therefore power considerations), mov-

ing from DWs to skyrmions is attractive from a dimensional scaling point of

view, as single skyrmions can be con�ned at will, and their shape and size

controlled with an external magnetic �eld down to diameters smaller than 5

nm.108

With this in mind, an interesting device scaling route is an exten-

sion94 of the racetrack memory109 to incorporate single110,111 con�ned mag-

netic skyrmions instead of DWs. Such a concept constitutes an ultimate scal-

ing alternative in terms of packing density, speed, and power consumption.94

Consider a metallic thin-�lm magnetic heterostructure111,112 where sub-5 nm

chiral skyrmionic quasiparticles are generated (via materials engineering and

external magnetic �elds) and moved laterally along a magnetic racetrack by in-

plane currents, which has been shown experimentally.101,102,113 The bit-wise

data would be encoded by out-of-plane currents which create or annihilate the

individual skyrmions, thus setting or resetting the bit-state. This has also

been shown experimentally;111 thus, two important ingredients to a viable

skyrmion racetrack memory system, lateral bit-wise movement and set/reset

of each bit-state, have been established experimentally.

But how can one read each bit-state? Current-in-plane (CIP) detection
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of skyrmions has been shown experimentally113�115 and understood theoreti-

cally as a topological Hall e�ect,116,117 but may be costly in terms of power

consumption and di�cult to fabricate in terms of device geometries. A bet-

ter option would be the direct detection of the nano-skyrmions via current-

perpendicular-to-plane (CPP)118,119 geometries.

Near a skyrmion, the microscopic magnetoresistance varies as a func-

tion of the atomic magnetization direction due to the spin-mixing of electronic

states on neighboring sites. Considering a skyrmion's central spin-�ipped

atom, its local magnetic environment is inequivalent from those atoms in the

ferromagnetic background. Thus, in the presence of non-collinearity, one could

expect already a conductance anisotropy in the center of the skyrmion due to

the change in the electronic structure relative to the ferromagnetic (FM) state.

In addition, the heavy-metal substrate induces a large spin-orbit interaction

(SOI), coupling the local magnetization to the real-space direction, further

modifying the electronic structure as a function of magnetization rotation rel-

ative to the substrate plane. This tunneling anisotropic magnetoresistance

(TAMR)120 e�ect has been studied in detail but typically for homogeneous

magnetic domains (either di�erent ferromagnetic domains120,121 or homoge-

neous spin-spirals122), not inhomogeneous spin-textures such as skyrmions.

In this chapter, we demonstrate a spin-averaged electrical detection

mechanism for single skyrmions in a CPP-geometry. This all-electrical signa-

ture is a departure from typical experiments which rely on spin-polarized injec-

tion to detect magnetic structures, and thus inherently an improvement from
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a device application perspective. Our mechanism is viable due to the reliable

modi�cation of the local tunneling magnetoresistance into the sample near the

vicinity of a skyrmion. Using single con�ned magnetic skyrmions as examples,

we explain this combined (non-collinear and SOI-induced) spin-mixing mag-

netoresistance in terms of the �rst fully self-consistent calculations of entire

skyrmions altogether from �rst-principles, rather than employing extrapolated

models as commonly done (see for example Refs. 112,123�125). There we have

direct access to the electronic structure of not just each skyrmion as a whole,

but even of the states decaying into the vacuum, which are essential to the tun-

neling conductance. We �nd a rather large atomistic conductance anisotropy

of up to ∼20% (∼10%) for magnetic skyrmions in Pd/Fe/Ir (Pd/Pd/Fe/Ir)

magnetic thin-�lms, which potentially could be detected in a realistic device

exploiting a CPP-geometry. Developing the physics of this generalized tunnel-

ing spin-mixing magnetoresistance (TXMR) could possibly inspire the design

of future nano-magnetic devices based on such a mechanism.

In Section 4.2, we introduce the studied material systems before dis-

cussing the details of the electronic structure of single magnetic skyrmions in

Section 4.3. In Section 4.4, we discuss how a robust magnetoresistance emerges

in the vicinity of localized magnetic skyrmions. Finally, we summarize this ab

initio analysis in Section 4.5.
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4.2 Material systems and computational procedure

Thin-�lm systems containing single nano-scopic skyrmions make a dy-

namic combination from an engineering perspective, due to the robustness of

the skyrmion data-carriers and the ultimate scalability of future fabricated

devices. Such an auspicious system is schematically illustrated in Fig. 4.1a. In

the upcoming discussions, we will show how the tunneling current between

a suspended metal contact through vacuum depends on the non-collinear

magnetic state-of-phase below. Suspended metal contacts are possible with

state-of-the-art fabrication techniques,126 but one could also imagine tunneling

through a weakly-interacting two-dimensional (2D) insulator, such as hexag-

onal boron nitride (hBN) or molybdenum disul�de (MoS2). Such a process

can be intimately understood in a non-spin-polarized scanning tunneling mi-

croscopy (STM) experiment, Fig. 4.1b.

In this study, we consider two magnetic thin-�lm heterostructures sim-

ilar to Fig. 4.1b purely from ab initio: fcc-overlayers of Pd/Fe and Pd/Pd/Fe

on single-crystal bulk fcc-Ir(111). These systems are attractive for a num-

ber of reasons. First, they generate large Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interactions

(DMIs),127�129 whose competition with the isotropic exchange interaction J

determines the size and chirality of the skyrmions.94 DMIs are large here be-

cause of the strength and nature of the inversion-symmetry-breaking in the

heterostructures. At the Fe/Ir(111) interface, a large spin-orbit interaction

in the underlying heavy-metal substrate, here Ir(111), is relatively uncom-

pensated by the overlayer Pd/Fe or Pd/Pd/Fe interface, leading to a large
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Figure 4.1 � Out-of-plane detection of nano-skyrmions. (a) Illustrative
heterostructure cross-section for the perpendicular reading of single nano-skyrmions.
Due to energy-dependent spin-mixing perturbations to the atomistic electronic
structure as a function of position within skyrmions, the electric current relation
iFM 6= iSk holds, and therefore the magnetic data information can be sensed in a
CPP-geometry. (b) Illustrative STM-spectroscopy experiment of fcc-Pd/Fe overlayer
on single-crystal fcc-Ir(111) bulk substrate. The tunneling conductance is modi�ed by
the combined e�ects of local magnetic non-collinearity and substrate-induced spin-orbit
interaction. For similar physical reasons as (a), the tunneling conductance at position
x0 is di�erent from that at position x1.

DMI vector preferentially in the plane of Fe, denoted by D. The ratio of

|D|/J , along with an external magnetic �eld, can stabilize isolated skyrmions

with diameter DSk ≈1-5 nm in size, and has been shown experimentally.108,111

Second, by choosing a double-Pd overlayer (Pd/Pd/Fe/Ir) versus a single-Pd

overlayer (Pd/Fe/Ir), one can alter the exchange interactions in Fe due to

the modi�ed nature of the interface hybridization and electronic charge trans-

fer (see Section 4.2.1 and Tables 4.1 and 4.2 below). We investigate this ef-

fect to illuminate conceptual studies where other overlayer combinations and

materials are used to engineer the size, shape, and stability of the isolated
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skyrmions.112,124,125

We focus speci�cally on single skyrmions and do not investigate net-

works or lattices of skyrmions. We perform self-consistent density functional

theory (DFT) calculations based on a full-potential Green function formalism

including SOI,130 which allows a perfect embedding of real-space defects, such

as isolated skyrmions, into the ferromagnetic background system. Additional

speci�cs of our computational scheme are given in the Methods Section 4.6.

4.2.1 Charge density and angular momentum of ferromagnetic
thin-�lms

In Table 4.1, we give information regarding the charge density, charge

transfer, and spin and orbital magnetic moments of the near-surface atomic

layers in the ferromagnetic (FM) state in the single-Pd system (Pd/Fe/Ir).

We see that the spin magnetic moment of Fe is rather large (2.70 µB)

and the orbital moment is not negligible (0.10 µB). Fe induces a sizable spin-

moment in Pd of 0.31 µB which sti�ens the isotropic exchange constant for

�rst-nearest neighbors J compared to the system124,131 having no Pd-overlayer

Z n ∆n MS ML

Pd 46 45.72 −0.28 0.31 0.02
Fe 26 26.18 0.18 2.70 0.10
Ir 77 76.84 −0.16 0.02 −0.01

Table 4.1 � FM state of Pd/Fe/Ir(111). The atomic number (Z), the total
electronic charge (n), and the charge transfer (∆n = n− Z) are given in units
of electrons. The spin-moment (MS) and the orbital-moment (ML) are given in
units of µB.
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(JPd/Fe/Ir = 14.7 meV vs. JFe/Ir = 5.7 meV). Pd is known to be a good Stoner

system, i.e. it can easily develop a spin magnetic moment.

We also provide a similar table for the double-Pd case (Pd/Pd/Fe/Ir)

in Table 4.2. Interestingly in this case, the spin magnetic moments of the

Fe-layer and its nearest-neighbor Pd-layer did not change greatly compared to

the values obtained for Pd/Fe/Ir. However, the charge transfer of this inner

Pd-layer is now much smaller. Since the surface Pd-layer interacts with Fe

indirectly through the inner Pd-layer, the induced spin magnetic moment is

rather small (0.08 µB) on the surface.

4.2.2 Non-collinear inhomogeneity in nano-skyrmions

Before coming to the essential physics of the tunneling spin-mixing

magnetoresistance (TXMR) e�ect, we �rst self-consistently relax di�erent-

sized nano-skyrmions in otherwise ferromagnetic backgrounds (see Fig. 4.2),

in both single- and double-Pd overlayer material stacks. We control the size

of the skyrmionic defects by allowing di�erent �nite numbers of atoms to re-

Z n ∆n MS ML

Pd 46 45.77 −0.23 0.08 0.01
Pd 46 45.94 −0.06 0.28 0.02
Fe 26 26.20 0.20 2.63 0.09
Ir 77 76.83 −0.17 0.02 −0.01

Table 4.2 � FM state of Pd/Pd/Fe/Ir(111). The atomic number (Z), the
total electronic charge (n), and the charge transfer (∆n = n− Z) are given in
units of electrons. The spin-moment (MS) and the orbital-moment (ML) are
given in units of µB.
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lax their magnetic moments in size and direction after the central atom has

been spin-�ipped as an initial condition. We investigate three di�erent realis-

tic skyrmion sizes: DSk ≈ 1.7, 2.2, and 2.7 nm in diameter. The spin-textures

exhibit a �xed and unique rotational sense as demanded by the DMI, which

seeks energy gain by torquing the moments to rotate with respect to their

neighbors. These structures are cycloidal and radial in nature as expected for

magnetic thin-�lms. Thus our theoretical calculations are consistent in gener-

ating realistic nano-skyrmions which have been experimentally detected using

magnetic spin-polarized currents.108,111

We illustrate the spin-moment global rotation versus the vertical (polar

angle θ) of each atom and the pairwise di�erence between adjacent polar angles

(dθ). We will show that the spin-mixing perturbations to the local-density-of-

states (LDOS) are a function of these angular parameters because the relative

canting between di�erent pairwise atomic sites varies as a function of space,

in addition to the absolute canting relative to the substrate. While traversing

across the diameter of any of the nanoscopic skyrmions shown in Fig. 4.2, we

mention that dθ itself is not constant between di�erent nearest-neighbor atom

pairs, such that there exists an inhomogeneity on the atomic-scale in the rota-

tion of the magnetization direction with respect to the substrate plane. Fur-

thermore, these inhomogeneities themselves are a function of diameter when

comparing skyrmions of di�erent sizes (Fig. 4.2a,b,c).
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Figure 4.2 � Real-space relaxation of nano-skyrmions with increasing size.
(a-c) Plots of axisymmetric cycloidal spin-whirls inside a magnetically active Fe-layer
centered about increasingly larger skyrmionic defects in fcc-Pd/Fe overlayer on
fcc-Ir(111) bulk substrate. Con�ning spins in the FM-background are shown
transparent. We de�ne θ as the typical polar angle with the vertical and dθ as the
di�erence in polar angle between adjacent pairwise atoms. (d-f) Again but in
fcc-Pd/Pd/Fe overlayer on fcc-Ir(111) bulk substrate. The color bar in (a) represents
the magnitude of the z-component of the magnetization for each spin in (a-f).

4.3 Electronic structure of isolated con�ned skyrmions

We now move to establish the physics behind the TXMR e�ect within

a scanning tunneling microscopy/spectroscopy (STM or STS) experiment em-

ploying a non-spin-polarized tip, for which according to the Terso�-Hamann

model,132 the di�erential conductance dI/dV is proportional to the LDOS of
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the sample, calculated at the tip position, Rtip, and the given bias energy

Ebias:
dI

dV
∝ LDOS (Rtip;Ebias, {si}) . (4.1)

The LDOS depends on the con�guration {si} of atomic spins of the sample

relative to each other, e.g. in terms of dθij = θj−θi for all atom-pairs (i, j), and

relative to the lattice in terms of the absolute polar angle θi. The transport

phenomenon related to the latter is known as the tunneling anisotropic magne-

toresistance (TAMR),120 an e�ect related to spin-mixing due to the SOI. The

former results from the spin-mixing hybridization of majority- and minority-

states due to non-collinearity. Both can be subsumed as tunneling spin-mixing

magnetoresistance (TXMR). Common to both is that the probability of tun-

neling into majority- and minority-states depends on angles. The di�erence

is that the impact on the electronic structure due to non-collinearity can be

of �rst-order and thus larger than that due to the SOI, which is typically of

second-order. While the SOI is nominally of the order of tens of meV, non-

collinear interactions are mediated by the exchange splitting of the electronic

states (∼few eVs) and the strength of their hybridization, which here is of the

order of hundreds of meV (see Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 and Figs. 4.3 and 4.4

below for more details). Also the appearance of both are di�erent. For ex-

ample, the TXMR due to non-collinearity in a homogeneous magnetic spiral

is the same across the spiral, because dθij = dθ for all atom-pairs (i, j), but

di�erent for spirals of di�erent pitches under the transformation dθ → dθ′. In

contrast, the TAMR is modulated across the spiral122 as θi changes from atom-
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to-atom. Thus, the TXMR is used to measure conductance di�erences between

two di�erent magnetic states such as the di�erence between a skyrmion and

the FM-state, but can also be used to resolve magnetization inhomogenieties

inside complex spin-textures such as skyrmions or domain walls.

4.3.1 Angular dependence of the local density-of-states in nano-
skyrmions

We now analytically derive the change in the LDOS at site r, de-

noted ∆LDOS(r), inside an axially symmetric skyrmion measured from

the origin at r = 0 as a function of energy and magnetization rota-

tion direction de�ned by the unit vector of the magnetic moment ŝ(r) =(
sin θ(r) cosφ(r), sin θ(r) sinφ(r), cos θ(r)

)
. Examples of rotation parameters

θ and dθ for given skyrmion magnetic moments can be found in Fig. 4.4d.

When compared to the ferromagnetic state (with all moments pointing out-of-

plane), there are two contributions to ∆LDOS(r), one due to spin-orbit interac-

tion (SOI) and one due to non-collinearity (NC): ∆LDOS(r) = ∆LDOSSOI(r)

+ ∆LDOSNC(r). The contribution from SOI, the so-called anisotropic mag-

netoresistance, is well known:120�122

∆LDOSSOI(r, E, θ) ∝ A(r, E) ·
[
1− ŝ2

z(r)
]
, (4.2)

where A(r, E) is a coe�cient depending on the site r and energy E, and ŝz(r)

is the z-component of the spin-moment at site r. Thus upon including SOI, we

expect, for example, a sin2 θ(r) dependence, which contributes to ∆LDOS(r)

in second-order.
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The contribution from NC, intuitively, comes from the change in the

electronic structure upon rotation of the magnetic moments at consecutive

sites (i, j). For homogeneous magnetic spirals, a constant deviation in the

LDOS from the ferromagnetic (FM) state will be observed for each atom in the

spiral (ignoring SOI). In such a spiral, the smooth rotation of moments θ(i)→

θ(j) = θ(i) + dθ for each atom pair is a symmetry operation commuting with

a Hamiltonian having translational invariance, making each atom equivalent,

and the electronic structure the same for each atom in the spiral. However,

upon transforming the spiral's pitch dθ → dθ′, one would �nd a di�erent

constant deviation of the electronic structure from the FM-state, such that

spirals of di�erent pitch can be identi�ed by their di�erent magnitudes in

∆LDOSNC .

In skyrmions, however, the rotation of the magnetic moments is not

homogeneous, i.e. dθ is not constant for all nearest-neighbor atom pairs while

traversing the skyrmion's diameter. Thus there will be a site-dependent devi-

ation in the LDOS among the atoms inside a skyrmion with respect to each

other. In what follows, we demonstrate that these deviations are a complex

function of the rotation angles, which will depend on the details of the elec-

tronic structure, the energy probed, and even the size of the skyrmions.

To derive ∆LDOSNC(r), we utilize multiple scattering theory: G is the

Green function describing the whole system upon rotation of the magnetic

moments, and g is the Green function describing the initial FM-state. The

Green function will be used to evaluate the change in the LDOS induced by
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the rotation of the magnetic moments:

∆LDOSNC(r, E) = − 1

π
=
{

TrLS

[
∆Grr(E)

]}
, (4.3)

as given in a matrix notation where a trace over orbital and spin angular

momenta has to be performed. G can be evaluated via the Dyson equation

connecting the non-collinear state to the ferromagnetic one:

G = g + g∆V G = g + g∆V g + g∆V g∆V g + .... (4.4)

where ∆V describes the change of the potential upon rotation of the magnetic

moments. It can be expressed as:

∆V (r) = Vdiff(r) (σ · ŝ(r)− σz) , (4.5)

where σ is the vector of Pauli matrices, and Vdiff is the di�erence of the two

spin components of the ferromagnetic potential (V ↑0 − V
↓

0 )/2.

We execute a similar expansion for the ferromagnetic initial Green func-

tion matrix g:

g = gsum12 + gdiffσz , (4.6)

where 12 is the 2× 2 identity matrix.

Let us evaluate the �rst-order and second-order terms contributing to

the Dyson equation (Eq. 4.4):

∆Grr =
∑
i

gri∆V igir +
∑
ij

gri∆V igij∆V jgjr + .... (4.7)

where i and j are sites surrounding site r, or can be the site r itself. Since the

trace over spin has to be performed, we will focus only on the terms that in
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the end will contribute to Eq. 4.3. We use a pair of useful properties of the

Pauli matrices:

TrS

[
σx
]

= TrS

[
σy
]

= TrS

[
σz
]

= 0 , (4.8)

and

(σ · ŝ)(σ · ŝ′) = ŝ · ŝ′ + i σ · (̂s× ŝ′) , (4.9)

where i is the imaginary unit. After simplifying, we �nd the following result:

− 1

π
=
{

TrLS

[
gri∆V igir

]}
= Brir(E) [1− ŝz(i)] (4.10)

where the coe�cient B is given by

Brir =
2

π
=
{

TrL

[
grisumV

i
diffg

ir
diff + gridiffV

i
diffg

ir
sum

]}
. (4.11)

In other words, the �rst sum in Eq. 4.7 leads to a behavior like (1− cos θi).

The second-order term is given by

− 1

π
=
{

TrLS

[
gri∆V igij∆V jgjr

]}
= Crijr

[
ŝ(i) · ŝ(j)−

(
ŝz(i) + ŝz(j)

)
+ 1
]
, (4.12)

where the coe�cient C is related to the Green functions and Vdiff by:

Crijr = − 2

π
=
{

TrL

[
grisumV

i
diffg

ij
sumV

j
diffg

jr
sum + gridiffV

i
diffg

ij
diffV

j
diffg

jr
sum

+ grisumV
i

diffg
ij
diffV

j
diffg

jr
diff + gridiffV

i
diffg

ij
sumV

j
diffg

jr
diff

]}
. (4.13)

Thus we obtain a dependence on the dot product of the unit vectors of

the magnetic moments (1 − cos dθ cos dφ) and a contribution depending only

on the z-components of the unit vectors of the magnetic moments.
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We have thus demonstrated that due to NC, the dependence of the

change in the LDOS with respect to the ferromagnetic state upon rotation of

the magnetic moments is not trivial, and will have terms depending on the

dot product between magnetic moments, contrary to the contribution coming

from SOI. The non-collinear contribution is then

∆LDOSNC(r, E, {s}) =∑
i

Brir(E)
(
1− ŝz(i)

)
+
∑
ij

Crijr(E)
[
ŝ(i) · ŝ(j)−

(
ŝz(i) + ŝz(j)

)
+ 1
]
, (4.14)

where {s} is the spin con�guration. Of course, depending on the details

of the electronic structure and strength of perturbation related to the non-

collinearity, higher-order terms can be important and have to be included in

Eq. 4.14.

Combining ∆LDOSNC and ∆LDOSSOI , in the next section we will �t

the change in the LDOS in terms of trigonometrical functions that depend on

the rotation angles of the magnetic moments. We will apply these �ts to our

ab initio results as well as to an extended Alexander-Anderson model used to

interpret the variation of the LDOS resonance-splitting upon rotation of the

magnetic moments on neighboring sites.

4.3.2 Two-atom extended Alexander-Anderson model

We wish to estimate the change in the LDOS and qualitatively under-

stand the shifting in energy of resonant d-states in Fe as a function of the

rotation angle between adjacent moments. To this end, we consider for sim-

pli�cation two magnetic atoms (i, j) = (1, 2) each having one localized orbital
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dz2 whose single-particle eigenenergy is centered about E = ε. The initial

Hamiltonian describing this model is diagonal in spin-space. We could also

consider an orbital of the type dxz in order to address the coupling induced by

SOI between the dz2 and dxz, as done by Ca�rey et al .133 However, since the

impact of SOI on the LDOS has already been discussed by others, we focus

here on the impact of NC on the LDOS. We study the ∆LDOS as we vary

dθ = θ1 − θ2 between the two atoms. We restrict the hopping from atom-

to-atom to non-spin-�ip processes, characterized by the interaction parameter

Vhop.

In terms of Green functions, the following equation gives the LDOS for

site 1:

LDOS(1;E, {s}) = − 1

π
=
{

TrS

[
G11(E)

]}
= − 1

π
=
{

TrS [E −H + iΓ]−1

}
11

,

(4.15)

where Γ takes care of the broadening of the states. Instead of solving exactly

the previous equation, one could also use perturbation theory, as described in

the previous Section 4.3.1, simplifying Eq. 4.14 to:

∆LDOSNC(1;E, {s}) = D(E) · (1− cos dθ) , (4.16)

where D = B121 + C1221.

The energy of the resonant d-states, their width, and splittings come

from our �rst-principles calculations, e.g. Fig. 4.6a (atom Fe-3, navy curve).

To obtain the proper splitting we choose a hopping parameter Vhop ≈ 300 −
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Figure 4.3 � Alexander-Anderson prediction for d-d hybridization. Beginning
from dθ=0°, ferromagnetic coupling imposes a hybridization between the two dz2
orbitals localized at the same energy but on neighboring atoms. This produces a
splitting into a bonding- and antibonding-state (green curve). Upon rotation, the
atoms eventually become antiferromagnetically coupled (black curve). The change in
the LDOS can be qualitatively estimated with a cos(dθ) �tting parameter.

400 meV. We show the resulting LDOS in Fig. 4.3 for �ve di�erent rotation an-

gles dθ. There we reproduce the splitting of the resonance-peaks that we have

seen in our �rst-principles calculations, where d-d hybridization is important,

as seen in the upcoming �gures, e.g. Figs. 4.5a, 4.6a, 4.7a, and 4.8a.

For the limiting cases of a ferromagnetic state and an antiferromagnetic
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state, we recover the expectations of the Alexander-Anderson model.134,135

Indeed, when the two atoms are in the ferromagnetic state (dθ = 0°), the d-d

hybridization leads to a splitting of the original single orbital into bonding-

and antibonding-states, seen as broad resonances near 0.5 eV and 1.25 eV,

respectively (Fig. 4.3, green curve). The splitting is then given by 2Vhop.

If the magnetic state is antiferromagnetic (dθ = 180°), there is repulsion

between the minority and majority spin-states leading to a shift given by

Vhop/(E
↓
i,dz2 − E

↑
i,dz2). In our simple model, E↓i,dz2 − E

↑
i,dz2 is extremely large,

thus the shift is not observed in Fig. 4.3. It is interesting to see how the

splitting between the resonance-peaks decreases upon rotation of the magnetic

moments until they merge to a single resonance in the antiferromagnetic case

(Fig. 4.3, black curve). This is in accordance with the behavior of the LDOS

calculated from �rst-principles for di�erent sized skyrmions in the two systems

Pd/Fe/Ir (Fig. 4.5a and Fig. 4.6a) and Pd/Pd/Fe/Ir (Figs. 4.7a and 4.8a).

Next, we wish to estimate the change in the LDOS as a function of

rotation as previously discussed, which leads to the TXMR signal. In Fig. 4.4,

we plot the change in LDOS compared against the background-FM for the

model along with our ab initio results in Pd/Pd/Fe/Ir for skyrmions 1.7 nm

and 2.2 nm in diameter, respectively. In addition we show �tted functions

against θ and dθ. Interestingly, a good �t to the change in LDOS shown in

Fig. 4.4a,b is found by considering

∆LDOS(r;E, {s}) ≈ A(E) · sin2 θ(r) +D(E) ·
[
1− cos θ(r)

]
(4.17)
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instead of strictly employing the terms given by Eq. 4.14. This result is sim-

ilar to what we found in the simple two-orbital Alexander-Anderson model

(Eq. 4.16). In such systems, the contribution from all spin-moment dot prod-

ucts (see Eq. 4.12) behaves on average like cos(θ). This is naturally satis�ed

in the two-orbital model.

In Fig. 4.4a the change in LDOS at the Fermi energy E = EF = 0 is

depicted. The blue dots represent the total ∆LDOS given from our ab initio

calculations for each atom extending radially from the skyrmion core. The

�tting-function f(θ) is Eq. 4.17 and shown to be e�ective in �tting the �rst-

principles data. We note that the change in the LDOS at the Fermi energy

was not large. This is di�erent than the situations in Fig. 4.4b,c where we

probed the energy resonances near 0.5 eV, and a larger change in the LDOS

was induced. In Fig. 4.4b, the �tting function f(θ) is again Eq. 4.17 and shown

to be e�ective in �tting the ab initio data.

In Fig. 4.4c, we plot the ∆LDOS as given by the two-atom Alexander-

Anderson model (black curve) with two �tting-functions. The �rst-order �t

(red-dashed curve) based on Eq. 4.16 is shown to be slightly inaccurate when

�tting the model ∆LDOS. Instead a higher-order term is needed to �t the data

(blue-dashed curve). Thus we learned from the Alexander-Anderson model

that depending on the probed energy, additional terms can be needed to im-

prove the �t. A term proportional to sin2(θ), similar to the one expected

when SOI is included, improves considerably the �t to the non-collinear con-

tribution to ∆LDOS. For example, near energy resonances, especially if they
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Figure 4.4 � Energy- and spatially-dependent ∆LDOS in skyrmions. (a)
Fe-layer atom-by-atom ab initio results (blue dots) of the total change in LDOS as a
function of θ in a 1.7 nm diameter skyrmion in Pd/Pd/Fe/Ir. ∆LDOS is given relative
to the background-FM and is measured at the Fermi energy while including SOI. These
results are then �tted to f(θ) (solid curve). The f(θ) in (a,b) refers to Eq. 4.17, while
the numbers labeling each dot respresent the corresponding atom in the inset extending
radially from the skyrmion core. (b) Again, Fe-layer �rst-principles results (blue dots) of
the atomistic change in LDOS in Pd/Pd/Fe/Ir and �tted against f(θ) (solid curve), but
for a larger 2.2 nm skyrmion and measured at the resonant energy ER = 0.5 eV. (c)
We plot the ∆LDOS as a function of dθ given by our two-atom Alexander-Anderson
model (black curve) to isolate the non-collinear component of the ∆LDOS. While the
main contribution comes from cos(dθ) (red-dashed, referring to Eq. 4.16), a
higher-order term is required to complete the �t (blue-dashed). (d) Rotation
parameters as found from the �rst-principles calculations, referring to (a) and (b).

are sharp, the perturbative expansion up to second-order from Section 4.3.1

begins to break down and higher-order terms are necessary to improve the
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�tting-functions.

4.3.3 Electronic structure in 1.7 nm Pd/Fe/Ir(111) skyrmions

Since the spin-mixing perturbations due to non-collinearity and SOI

are magnetic in nature, we show in Fig. 4.5a the spin-dependent LDOS in

the magnetically-active Fe-layer as a function of the atomic position for the

DSk ≈ 1.7 nm skyrmion. For brevity we plot only the Pd/Fe/Ir case (see the

upcoming Section 4.3.4 and Fig. 4.6 for the larger DSk ≈ 2.2 nm case and

Section 4.3.5 and Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 for the double-Pd cases). We note that

the majority and minority spin-channels are given in the local spin-frame of

reference for each Fe-atom. The color-coding of the plot, which corresponds

to di�erent atoms extending radially from the skyrmion's center, is explained

in Fig. 4.5c. The energy-zero is the Fermi energy, EF = 0.

The resonant-states between 0.5 and 1.0 eV above EF are of Fe d-

band minority-spin character and consist of dxy/x2−y2 , dxz/yz, and dz2 states.

These states hybridize with the sp states in the Pd-overlayer and give rise to

Fe-Pd-spdz2 hybrid states, named in short Pd-dz2 states localized in the Pd

overlayer-�lm around E ≈ 0.5 eV, as shown in Fig. 4.5b (black-dashed curve).

It is clear that the surface-layer Pd-dz2 state (shown only for the background-

FM Pd-surface �lm), which has the proper orbital symmetry to decay slowly

transverse to the substrate, controls the electronic structure in vacuum as a

function of energy, characterized by a strong resonance in the vacuum-LDOS.

An all-electrical STS measurement will be sensitive to this vacuum resonance-
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Figure 4.5 � Electronic structure of a realistic DSk ≈ 1.7 nm skyrmion in
Pd/Fe/Ir. (a) LDOS in the magnetically-active Fe-layer resolved into minority (solid)
and majority (dashed) spin-channels. The resonance-peak near E ≈ 0.5 eV in the
FM-background (green) shifts in energy when approaching the center of the skyrmion
(black). (b) The modi�cation of the electronic structure in Fe contributes to a strong
resonance in the LDOS in vacuum via hybridization through surface Pd-states.
Arbitrary units are used so as to include in the same plot the nature of the Pd-dz2
surface-state (black-dashed), whose resonance-peak near 0.5 eV survives in the vacuum.
(c) Illustrative legend for (a, b) where the numbered spheres represent a line extending
radially from the skyrmion's center. The vacuum domains are represented by empty
spheres. FM-Fe, FM-Pd, and FM-Vac represent the unperturbed background
ferromagnet.

peak.

The origin of this resonance and its behavior upon rotation can be un-
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derstood by analyzing the energy window near E ≈ 0.5 eV in Fig. 4.5a, where

one can see the resonance-peaks shifting in energy in the Fe skyrmion-LDOS

as a function of position. The green curve, which represents the ferromag-

netic state of the background Fe-�lm, shows an electronic structure consistent

with Fe-minority d-d hybridization when adjacent atoms couple ferromagnet-

ically (see Section 4.3.4 below). Conversely, moving towards the center of the

skyrmion, the quantization axes between two neighboring atoms becomes dif-

ferent, and majority-states of one atom can hybridize with minority-states of

the second. This e�ect is especially pronounced at the central spin-�ipped

atom (black curve), where the resonance-peak has shifted lower in energy � as

expected for antiferromagnetic (AFM) coupling (see Section 4.3.4 below). We

reproduce these e�ects within the context of a simple model, where we can

qualitatively predict the change in LDOS as a function of the non-collinear

magnetization rotation parameter dθ as de�ned in Fig. 4.2a (see previous Sec-

tions 4.3.1 and 4.3.2).

The energy-dependent disturbance to the LDOS resonance-peaks as a

function of position moving radially along the skyrmion will manifest as a

perturbation to the local electrical conductivity, and is the physical basis for

the space-dependent TXMR e�ect.

4.3.4 Electronic structure in 2.2 nm Pd/Fe/Ir(111) skyrmions

Let us now turn to the case of a single-Pd system but for a larger

skyrmion, DSk ≈ 2.2 nm, compared to the one shown in Section 4.3 (DSk ≈
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Figure 4.6 � LDOS of a DSk ≈ 2.2 nm skyrmion in Pd/Fe/Ir. (a) Electronic
structure in the magnetically-active Fe-layer resolved into minority (solid) and majority
(dashed) spin-channels. The splitted-structure of the FM-background (green) is
modi�ed due to quasi-AFM interactions when approaching the center of the skyrmion
(black). (b) The alteration of the LDOS in Fe contributes to a strong resonance in
vacuum via hybridization through surface Pd-states. Arbitrary units are used so as to
include in the same plot the nature of the Pd-dz2 surface-state (black-dashed), whose
resonance-peak near 0.5 eV survives in the vacuum. (c) Illustrative legend for (a, b)
where the numbered spheres represent a line extending radially from the skyrmion's
center. The vacuum domains are represented by empty spheres. FM-Fe, FM-Pd, and
FM-Vac represent the unperturbed background ferromagnet.

1.7 nm, Fig. 4.5). In Fig. 4.6, we plot the LDOS in a realistic nano-skyrmion in

Pd/Fe/Ir(111) for the magnetically-active Fe-layer (a) and its corresponding

vacuum sites (b), but with a slightly larger energy window [−1.5,+1.5] eV as

compared to the Section 4.3, where a window of [−1.0,+1.0] eV was analyzed.

Similar to the case of the smaller skyrmion in the single-Pd system as

shown in Section 4.3 (Fig. 4.5a, FM-Fe, green curve), a large resonance peak
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is observed in the background-FM Fe-�lm at 0.5 eV (Fig. 4.6a, FM-Fe, green

curve). But by increasing the energy window beyond 1.0 eV, we clearly see a

second resonance appearing at 1.25 eV in the nearly-FM atom Fe-3 at the edge

of the skyrmion (Fig. 4.6a, Fe-3, navy curve). The appearance of these two

resonance peaks in tandem suggests a strong interaction due to ferromagnetic

coupling. In other words, the resonant-peaks at 0.5 eV and 1.25 eV are actually

the result of FM-interactions which have split a single resonance in two. An

analogy can be made between these FM-splitted resonance-peaks and localized

degenerate atomic orbitals at di�erent sites which upon interaction split in

energy between bonding- and antibonding-states. The essential physics of this

process were reproduced within an extended Alexander-Anderson model for

d-d hybridization between FM-Fe d-states134,135 in the previous Section 4.3.2.

The splitting in energy between the two resonance-peaks reduces when

the rotation angle of the magnetic moment increases (Fig. 4.6a, Fe-2, blue

curve, and Fe-1, red curve). Finally, in the central spin-�ipped atom of the

skyrmion (Fig. 4.6a, Fe-0, black curve), the splitting almost disappears as the

two resonance-peaks quasi-merge. This is evidence of antiferromagnetic cou-

pling between the central atom and its nearest-neighbors.134,135 This coupling

was also reproduced within our Alexander-Anderson model in the antiferro-

magnetic case in the previous Section 4.3.2.

An important di�erence with respect to the center of the skyrmion

(Fig. 4.6a, Fe-0, black curve) is observed when comparing to the smaller DSk ≈

1.7 nm case (Section 4.3 Fig. 4.5a, Fe-0, black curve). In the smaller skyrmion,
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the quasi-merged resonance still shows two separate peaks, while in the larger

skyrmion there is only a single, broad resonance peak. Thus we expect a

di�erence in the TXMR signal in the larger skyrmion compared to the DSk ≈

1.7 nm case. In general, there will be a weak size dependence of the spin-mixing

signal, which should slowly decay as the diameter of the skyrmion is increased.

In addition, from Fig. 4.6b we can see that the vacuum resonance near 0.5 eV

in the smaller defect (Section 4.3 Fig. 4.5b, solid curves) survives in the larger

skyrmion (Fig. 4.6b, solid curves), and the TXMR remains detectible, as seen

in Fig. 4.10a.

To complete our analysis of the LDOS shown in Fig. 4.6, we mention

that with regards to magnifying the strength of the TXMR e�ect, we need

not restrict ourselves only to the energy window near 0.5 eV, but also look

for other energy windows where a large change in the LDOS is observed as a

function of position. We see this in the majority-states near −1.0 eV (Fig. 4.6a,

dashed-curves), where the spin-mixing e�ect is perhaps even stronger than in

the 0.5 eV window composed of minority-states. Indeed, the TXMR signal is

shown to be large for negative bias energies near −1.0 eV in this system (see

Section 4.3 Fig. 4.9a,b and Fig. 4.10a).

4.3.5 Electronic structure in Pd/Pd/Fe/Ir(111) skyrmions

In Fig. 4.7, we plot the LDOS in a skyrmion in Pd/Pd/Fe/Ir(111)

with diameter DSk ≈ 1.7 nm for the magnetically-active Fe-layer (a) and its

corresponding vacuum sites (b).
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Figure 4.7 � LDOS of a DSk ≈ 1.7 nm skyrmion in Pd/Pd/Fe/Ir. (a) LDOS in
the magnetically-active Fe-layer resolved into minority (solid) and majority (dashed)
spin-channels. The resonance-peak near E ≈ 0.5 eV in the FM-background (green)
shifts in energy when approaching the center of the skyrmion (black). (b) The
modi�cation of the electronic structure in Fe impacts the vacuum LDOS via
hybridization through surface Pd-states. Arbitrary units are used so as to include in the
same plot the nature of the Pd-dz2 surface-state (black-dashed), whose features at
negative energies survive in the vacuum. (c) Illustrative legend for (a, b) where the
numbered spheres represent a line extending radially from the skyrmion's center. The
vacuum domains are represented by empty spheres. FM-Fe, FM-Pd, and FM-Vac
represent the unperturbed background ferromagnet.

Similar to the case of the smaller skyrmion in the single-Pd system as

shown in Section 4.3 (Fig. 4.5a, FM-Fe, green curve), a strong resonance-peak

appears near 0.5 eV composed of minority-spin channel d-states (Fig. 4.7a,

FM-Fe, green curve). This resonance-peak shifts in energy upon increased
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rotation of the magnetic moments moving towards the center of the skyrmion

(Fig. 4.7a, Fe-2, blue curve; Fe-1, red curve; and �nally Fe-0, black curve).

This observed change in the electronic structure as a function of position due

to the spin-mixing of majority- and minority-states suggests there will be a

TXMR signal in this system as shown previously for the single-Pd system.

Contrary to the single-Pd case, however, the resonance in the hybrid

Fe-Pd-spdz2 state (Pd-dz2 for short) observed in the Pd-overlayer around 0.5 eV

vanishes, and instead appears near −0.5 eV (Fig. 4.7b, black-dashed curve).

The steepness of this resonance leads to a disturbance in the vacuum-LDOS

as a function of position in slightly more negative energies, near −0.8 eV

(Fig. 4.7b, solid curves). The character of the hybrid Pd-dz2 surface-state

leads to a �at region in the vacuum-LDOS at positive energies. We then

expect here a smaller TXMR signal in comparison to the single Pd-system

for positive bias voltages. Therefore, in the double-Pd system, we suggest

probing negative bias energies near −0.8 eV, where the spin-mixing e�ect is

more signi�cant, as exempli�ed in Section 4.3 Fig. 4.9d,e.

In Fig. 4.8, we plot the LDOS for a larger skyrmion, DSk ≈ 2.2 nm, in

Pd/Pd/Fe/Ir(111). We use a similar labeling convention when decomposing

the LDOS. Interestingly, the d-resonances are broader (Fig. 4.8a, solid curves)

than for the smaller skyrmion (Fig. 4.7a, solid curves). In the center of the

skyrmion, only one broad d-resonance is observed (Fig. 4.8a, Fe-0, black curve).

To reiterate, this indicates that the TXMR signal will be di�erent upon in-

creasing the diameter of any skyrmion since its electronic structure is modi�ed
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Figure 4.8 � LDOS of a DSk ≈ 2.2 nm skyrmion in Pd/Pd/Fe/Ir. (a)
Electronic structure in the magnetically-active Fe-layer resolved into minority (solid)
and majority (dashed) spin-channels. The splitted-structure of the FM-background
(green) is modi�ed due to quasi-AFM interactions when approaching the center of the
skyrmion (black). (b) The alteration of the LDOS in Fe impacts the vacuum structure
via hybridization through surface Pd-states. Arbitrary units are used so as to include in
the same plot the nature of the Pd-dz2 surface-state (black-dashed). (c) Illustrative
legend for (a, b) where the numbered spheres represent a line extending radially from
the skyrmion's center. The vacuum domains are represented by empty spheres. FM-Fe,
FM-Pd, and FM-Vac represent the unperturbed background ferromagnet.

upon increasing DSk. From the shape of the vacuum-LDOS (Fig. 4.8b, solid

curves), the TXMR is nicely detectable at an energy range around −0.8 eV, as

con�rmed in Fig. 4.10b, and in the same energy window as the smaller DSk ≈

1.7 nm Pd/Pd/Fe/Ir(111) case.

From Sections 4.3.4 and 4.3.5 we can conclude that for each skyrmion in

a Pd/Fe/Ir(111) or Pd/Pd/Fe/Ir(111) system, we can select an energy region
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in which a large tunneling spin-mixing magnetoresistance (TXMR) will be

found. Due to the relevant energy of detection, one can distinguish skyrmions

of di�erent sizes, and discriminate between skyrmions in Pd-�lms of di�erent

thicknesses. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the spatial-variation of the

spin-mixing signal means that the internal atomic structure of each individual

skyrmion can be resolved. This means the TXMR can be used to visualize

the size, shape, and structure of individaul defects. In devices based on spin-

mixing, this also means that skyrmions can be used as nano-scopic information

carriers, where the TXMR would be used to read the magnetic state-of-bit.

4.4 Tunneling spin-mixing magnetoresistance (TXMR)

We now de�ne the TXMR and make predictions for future experimental

observation of the e�ect. The TXMR is the percent deviation of the local

conductance from a reference conductance due to the spin-mixing from non-

collinearity and SOI. As long as the magnetic state under consideration has

a di�erent non-collinearity than the reference state, there will be a TXMR. If

one is interested in the spatial resolution of a complex spin texture (ignoring

SOI), however, then an additional inhomogeneity within the non-collinearity

is required, as is the case for nano-skyrmions.

The TXMR is by de�nition measured in vacuum. Here, we choose the

reference to be somewhere far from the skyrmion in the FM-background. Then
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the normalized TXMR measured at site r is

TXMR(r) =
LDOSvac

FM − LDOSvac
{S}(r)

LDOSvac
FM

× 100% , (4.18)

where LDOSvac
FM is the LDOS in the vacuum just above the FM, and

LDOSvac
{S}(r) is the LDOS of the complex spin-texture in the vacuum just above

site r.

Integrating the TXMR over the entire device injection boundary, over

all energies up to the bias energy eVbias, would give a measure of the total

change in conductance, and would be the state-of-bit detection mechanism

in a CPP-TXMR device like discussed in Fig. 4.1a. In an STS experiment,

however, the e�ect could be ampli�ed by selecting speci�c energy windows

where the TXMR were largest as a function of position.

In Fig. 4.9a,d we show the energy-resolved TXMR of the DSk ≈ 1.7 nm

skyrmion's central spin-�ipped vacuum-site, with and without SOI, for the

single- and double-Pd cases, respectively. We notice a sizeable TXMR e�ect

for both systems. This holds true for all skyrmions that we studied, noting a

small size-dependence of the e�ect which varies weakly as a function of DSk

(see the upcoming Section 4.4.1 and Fig. 4.10).

TXMR signals in the di�erent single-Pd and double-Pd material sys-

tems vary from skyrmion-to-skyrmion, however. Since the SOI arises from the

Fe-Ir interface, the impact of SOI is much more pronounced in the single-Pd

system (Fig. 4.9a), where the TXMR can peak out at an impressive ∼40%

when ignoring spin-orbit coupling, but decreases down to ∼ 20% when SOI
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is included. Interestingly, the spin-mixing due to SOI is to compete with

the e�ects due to inhomogeneous non-collinearity, reducing the overall TXMR

signal. In the double-Pd system, most of the TXMR signal is due to inho-

mogeneous non-collinearity, with a small contribution coming from the SOI

(Fig. 4.9d).

In Fig. 4.9b,e we plot the spacial variation of the TXMR signal, which

di�ers signi�cantly from atom-to-atom within the same skyrmion. We see

that the TXMR e�ect is reduced when approaching the edge of the skyrmion

(Fig. 4.9b,e blue curves), since the e�ective non-collinearity is reduced as the

complex spin-texture fades into the ferromagnetic background.

4.4.1 TXMR in larger 2.2 nm skyrmions

In Fig. 4.10 we plot the TXMR signal spatially-resolved for the 2.2 nm

skyrmions in both systems. The spin-mixing signals retain the same general

features and shapes as in the smaller defects (Section 4.3 Fig. 4.9a-d). The

important peak near 0.5 eV in the Pd/Fe/Ir case remains robust (Fig. 4.10a),

along with another strong peak near −1.0 eV. In the case of Pd/Pd/Fe/Ir

(Fig. 4.10b), the TXMR has the strongest signal near −0.8 eV, as before.

Therefore one could infer from Fig. 4.10 that as the diameter of skyrmionic

quasiparticles is increased, the spin-mixing e�ect not only survives, but also

that speci�c locations of strong TXMR signals remain in similar energy win-

dows as in smaller structures.
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Figure 4.9 � Tunneling spin-mixing magnetoresistance. (a) Energy-resolved
TXMR signals measured at the skyrmion's core comparing the e�ects of SOI in a
DSk ≈ 1.7 nm skyrmion in Pd/Fe/Ir. (b) TXMR signals again, but for a line of atoms
extending radially from the center of the skyrmion, illustrating the spatial dependence
of the e�ect. (c) Illustrative legend for (a, b) where the spheres are numbered and
color-coded to identify the appropriate curves to the corresponding vacuum domains
above the skyrmion. (d-f) Plots corresponding to (a-c) but in the Pd/Pd/Fe/Ir system.
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Figure 4.10 � Spacially-varying TXMR in 2.2 nm skyrmions. (a) We plot the
TXMR in vacuum for Pd/Fe/Ir beginning in the core of the skyrmion (Vac-0, black)
and then moving radially outwards (Vac-1, red; Vac-2, blue; Vac-3, navy) towards the
con�ning FM environment. The vacuum resonance near 0.5 eV (see Fig. 4.6b)
contributes a strong peak in the TXMR near the same energy. (b) Again but in
Pd/Pd/Fe/Ir, where the peak-signal strength appears near −0.8 eV, as predicted by
Fig. 4.8b.

4.4.2 All-electrical skyrmion detection

The vacuum-resonance we found in Fig. 4.5b appears now as a large

TXMR signal at the same energy in the Pd/Fe/Ir(111) system (Fig. 4.9a,b).

Thus, an experimentalist probing the surface in a STS experiment, having

set the ripple-bias voltage near Vbias ≈ 0.5V, would see an electrical contrast

as visualized in Fig. 4.11 when approaching a skyrmion of similar size in the

single-Pd heterostructure.

Within a reasonable bias voltage range, the TXMR e�ect is smaller in

the double-Pd case (∼10%) when compared to the single-Pd case (∼20%). The

additional Pd-overlayer changes the resonance nature around 0.5 eV compared

to the single-Pd case, and states with a high tunneling cross-section into the
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Figure 4.11 � Perpendicular reading of single con�ned magnetic skyrmions.
Expected STS-signal when approaching a skyrmionic defect in the single-Pd case. The
electrical contrast has been projected onto the plane below the skyrmion. Near the
injection energy eVbias ≈ 0.5 eV, there are about ∼ 20% fewer tunneling states in the
skyrmion's core compared to the unperturbed FM-environment. This increases the local
magnetoresistance, allowing for the reliable spin-averaged electrical detection of
skyrmions in a CPP-geometry.

vacuum are distributed over a wider energy (see previous Section 4.3.5). As a

consequence, the TXMR is reduced by nearly half when compared to the single-

Pd case, and a bias energy near −0.8 eV is experimentally more favorable.

4.5 Discussion

We have studied realistic- and experimentally-observable con-

�ned nano-skyrmions within metallic thin-�lms of Pd/Fe/Ir(111) and

Pd/Pd/Fe/Ir(111) completely from �rst-principles. We established how the
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combined e�ects of local inhomogeneous magnetic non-collinearity and SOI

in nano-skyrmions can alter the atomistic electronic structure in a magneti-

cally active Fe-�lm, and, via hybridization with additional surface layers, the

electrons which tunnel into the vacuum.

The change in the LDOS can be understood in terms of the rotation

parameters of the magnetic moment of the considered atom. The largest spin-

mixing contribution comes from non-collinearity and depends on the relative

canting between magnetic moments on neighboring sites, dθ. The dependence

on the absolute polar angle of the magnetic moment with respect to the sub-

strate, θ, comes in as a second-order term to the change in the LDOS, but can

become important if the impact of the SOI is large.

Finally, we have shown in detail how such a physical interplay could

induce a sizeable electrical conduction anisotropy as a function of position

and energy in realistic nano-skyrmions, up to ∼20% in the single-Pd case.

The manifestation of this TXMR e�ect could possibly be exploited in an all-

electrical tunneling spectroscopy experiment.

In addition, the changes in the magnetoresistance on the nanometer

scale of skyrmions can possibly be engineered to design advanced magnetic

memory devices. Typical memory circuits require at least one control device

(either transistor or diode) in each memory cell. Instead, technologies based

on spin-mixing in single skyrmions could have potentially hundreds of bits

stored in nanometer-sized magnetic racetracks needing only a single read-out

element to detect the contents of each array (see the upcoming Section 4.5.1
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and Fig. 4.12).

Such a mature magnetic device technology would have to be relatively

impervious to interface quality, �lm surface roughness, and various point-defect

impurities, however. Now while the TXMR e�ect reported here in this work

lead to an impressive magnitude of conduction anisotropy in epitaxial magnetic

thin-�lms, future challenges will be related ultimately to the robustness of the

TXMR in realistic devices.

4.5.1 Skyrmion racetracks for dense magnetic memories

Spin-transfer torque magnetic random access memory (STT-MRAM)

circuits reliably read-out bit-states depending on a tunneling magnetoresis-

tance anisotropy of ∼30-50% in some structures,136 with a hope to achieve

a magnetoresistance ratio RON/ROFF ≈ 200% by 2022.65 A TXMR e�ect as

large as ∼20% as we have shown in this work should be enough to provide

adequate read-margin for scaled technologies, and is larger than the < 2%

change in resistance found in widespread commercially-used hard disk read

heads based on anisotropic magnetoresistance alone.137 Smaller changes in

magnetoresistance just means there should be a more sensitive read-out cir-

cuit. Typically this means a few extra control- and boost-transistors and does

not substantially increase the footprint of the memory, i.e. incorporating more

sensitive read hardware does not degrade packing density considerably.

In potential skyrmion-based devices using CPP-TXMR, a RON/ROFF ≈

120% could feasably be well-worth the tradeo� when considering the possible
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performance gains with regards to: (1) potentially very low power dissipation

due to small currents needed to manipulate the magnetic textures; (2) fast

speed operation due to reduced read/write latencies associated with nano-

scopic size; and (3) large increases in packing density. Let's consider points

(2) and (3) in greater detail.

One issue with racetrack memories is that they are not random access.

In a random access memory (RAM), any read/write operation can access any

bit with roughly the same access time since the word and bit access lines (WL

and BL), which are connected to the set/reset elements and read elements, are

also connected in parallel with the individual memory cells (see Fig. 4.12a).

In a racetrack memory, the situation is di�erent. In practice, if a read/write

were requested for an address whose representative bit were at the end of the

racetrack, there would be additional latency associated with moving subse-

quent magnetic domains out the way until the requested bit were under the

read or write device (see Fig. 4.12b). But does this make racetrack memory

intrinsically slower than RAM?

This is not clear. It depends on the velocities of the skyrmions in the

racetrack. Consider 200 nm length racetracks populated with 2 nm in diameter

quasiparticles in an array of 100 domains (or 100 bits). With velocity94 vSk =

100 m/s , the furthest bit would acquire an additional delay in time tdelay

tdelay =
LRT

vSk

≈
(
2nm

Sk

) (
1 Sk

bit

)
(100 bits)

100
(

m
s

) = 2 ns , (4.19)

a small number compared to the total access time needed to complete the
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Figure 4.12 � Concept spin-mixing magneto-memory versus DRAM. (a) 2×2
1-T 1-C DRAM unit. In a random access memory, any memory cell can be accessed in
roughly the same time since the WLs and BLs are connected to each bit in parallel. The
ideal minimum packing footprint goes as 4f2

DRAM/bit in units of area, where fDRAM is
the node generation. (b) Spin-mixing racetracks are not random access but acquire a
latency associated with moving the bits sequentially out of the way to reach the
requested address. However, with realistic skyrmion velocities, the access time could be
roughly the same as in DRAM, while dramatically increasing the packing density.

read or write operation, which in modern dynamic RAM (DRAM) is in the

range 20�50 ns.138 We do note, however, that larger in-plane currents will be

required to accelerate the quasiparticles up to a velocity such as vSk = 100

m/s, meaning there will be a tradeo� between tdelay and power consumption.

Regardless, by incorporating skyrmion racetracks based on spin-mixing,

there seems to be at �rst glance negligible additional acquired access latency

� in fact, we may learn to �nd in the end that racetracks can be potentially

faster than traditional RAM in certain geometries and biasing conditions, due

to the nano-scopic size of the skyrmion quasiparticles.

With regards to circuit layouts, it is clear that moving to racetracks

will provide large gains in packing density. As an example, let's compare the

workhouse 1-transistor 1-capacitor (1-T 1-C) DRAM unit to our racetrack-
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based spin-mixing magneto-memory. Considering the lithographical node gen-

eration, or minimum feature size, f , DRAM memory minimum packing re-

quirements for a single bit's footprint in the ideal case goes as surface area

SADRAM ≈ 4f 2 per bit (Fig. 4.12a). The current technology node for DRAM

in 2015 is given as fDRAM ≈ 22 nm by the International Technology Roadmap

for Semiconductors (ITRS).65 In a skyrmion racetrack, the potential e�ective

per-bit surface area could be reduced to possibly SART ≈ f 2
RT per bit, where

fRT is the diameter of the magnetic skyrmions in the racetrack (Fig. 4.12b).

In our study thus far we considered realistic skyrmions of order DSk ≈ 2 nm.

Comparing against current DRAM arrays, we de�ne the potential gain in

packing density Γ as

Γ ≈ SADRAM

SART

≈ 4f 2
DRAM

f 2
RT

=
(4)(22 nm)2

(2 nm)2
= 500 . (4.20)

Even including more intricate sense ampli�ers for read/write operations in

skyrmion racetracks, it is clear that incorporation of sub-5 nm skyrmions as

data-carriers would substantially increase packing density compared to current

state-of-the-art technologies.

Possibly the gains in packing density could even be larger introducing

vertical racetracks,109 which are di�cult to fabricate thus far.
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4.6 Methods

4.6.1 Computational details

The electronic structure was determined employing density functional

theory (DFT) in the local spin density approximation.139 Calculations were

executed by means of the screened Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker full-potential rela-

tivistic Green function method.130 A full-potential method is important to ac-

curately describe the nature of the complex spin-texture and rapidly-decaying

vacuum states of the tunneling electrons.

For the calculations we chose an angular momentum cuto� of lmax =

3 for the orbital expansions of the Green functions. The energy contour for

numeric integration of the spin and charge density contained 40 grid points

in the upper complex plane (including 7 Matsubara poles) with a Brillouin

zone mesh of 30×30 k-points. The FM-slab LDOS and skyrmion impurity

cluster LDOS were obtained by one-shot calculations using the FM-state or

skyrmion-state as starting points, respectively. We found that increasing the k-

mesh to 200×200 was su�ciently adequate to numerically stabilize the relevant

observables.

4.6.2 Thin-�lm slab con�gurations

The magnetic thin-�lm slab con�gurations follow, where positive per-

centages refer to inward relaxation with respect to the Ir(111) interlayer sepa-

ration. We consider only fcc-stacking in all cases, which is in fact energetically

favorable compared to hcp crystal growth.124
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Pd/Fe/Ir: 44 total layers (3 vacuum + 1 vacuum (-1%) + 1 Pd (8%)

+ 1 Fe (7%) + 1 Ir (1%) + 33 Ir + 4 vacuum).

Pd/Pd/Fe/Ir: 44 total layers (3 vacuum + 1 Pd (-1%) + 1 Pd (8%) +

1 Fe (7%) + 1 Ir (1%) + 33 Ir + 4 vacuum).

We choose 34 Ir layers since it was the minimum thickness by which

we completely decoupled any wave function penetration from top-to-bottom

surface. We obtained the relaxation parameters as optimized and reported by

Dupé et al .124

4.6.3 Calculating whole skyrmions within density-functional the-
ory

To stabilize skyrmions after determining the 2D-FM slabs, the slab

Green functions were harvested and a single spin-�ipped Fe-atom was embed-

ded in the FM-background. We then allowed three-layer cylindrical ring-like

stacks of atoms within the skyrmion impurity cluster to update their potentials

and magnetic moments (Fe-layer + 1 Pd-layer above and 1 Ir-layer below). The

e�ect of the FM-background was included self-consistently by the slab Green

function (G0), which connects the skyrmion impurity cluster (Gimp) to the host

via the Dyson-like equation: Gimp = G0 + G0 ∆V Gimp, where ∆V represents

the modi�ed atomic potential as compared to the unperturbed slab Green

function potential, V . In such a manner a real-space defect can be perfectly

embedded in an otherwise periodic crystal. After converging the di�erent sized

skyrmionic pro�les, observables were calculated as mentioned previously.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

5.1 Dissertation recap

After a short introductory Chapter 1 which motivated the need for high-

performance simulation of end-of-the-roadmap and potential beyond CMOS

materials and devices, a particle-based ensemble Monte Carlo simulator em-

ploying advanced quantum corrections was presented in Chapter 2. We il-

lustrated the signi�cance of quantum con�nement and carrier degeneracy ef-

fects through simulation of n-channel Si and III-V FinFETs. Original contri-

butions included the treatment of far-from-equilibrium degenerate statistics

and QC-based modeling of surface-roughness scattering, as well as consid-

ering quantum-con�ned phonon and impurity scattering in 3D. Typical MC

simulations approximate degenerate carrier populations as Fermi distributions

to model the Pauli-blocking (PB) of scattering to occupied �nal states. To

allow for increasingly far-from-equilibrium non-Fermi carrier distributions in

ultra-scaled and III-V devices, we instead generate the �nal-state occupa-
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tion probabilities used for PB by sampling the local carrier populations as

a function of energy valley, energy, and propagation direction. This pro-

cess is aided by the use of fractional carriers or sub-carriers, which mini-

mizes classical carrier-carrier scattering. Quantum con�nement e�ects are

addressed through quantum-correction potentials (QCPs) generated from cou-

pled Schrödinger-Poisson solvers, as commonly done. However, we use our

valley- and orientation-dependent QCPs not just to redistribute carriers in

real space, or even among energy valleys, but also to calculate con�nement-

dependent phonon, impurity, and surface-roughness scattering rates. Collec-

tively, these quantum e�ects can substantially reduce and even eliminate oth-

erwise expected bene�ts of considered In0.53Ga0.47As FinFETs over otherwise

identical Si FinFETs, despite higher thermal velocities in In0.53Ga0.47As.

In Chapter 3, an analysis of possible future logic device scaling trends

was detailed where high performance n-channel Si and InGaAs FinFETs were

simulated down to channel lengths Lch = 9 nm using ensemble Monte Carlo

with state-of-the-art quantum corrections. Si-channel devices exhibit some-

what superior short channel behavior as evidenced by lower subthreshold swing

and drain-induced barrier lowering. In addition, InGaAs devices exhibit just

comparable drive currents to Si. The less-than-hoped-for InGaAs ON-state

performance is a result of more severe adverse quantum degeneracy and con-

�nement e�ects, whose origins were illuminated in Chapter 2. In addition, it

was shown that the ON-state performance of n-channel FinFETs may be sensi-

tive to the gate oxide's complex band structure, especially with light-mass III-
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V channel materials, such as In0.53Ga0.47As. We studied this e�ect again using

the ensemble semi-classical Monte Carlo device simulator of Chapter 2. Our

simulations suggest that using a surface oxide with a heavy e�ective mass may

lower the channel carrier con�nement energies, somewhat mitigating unwanted

quantum side-e�ects that hinder device performance. Ultimately, future high-k

stacks for III-Vs may bene�t from oxide gate stack heterostructures balanc-

ing e�ective mass and dielectric permittivity considerations. Si-based devices,

which often have SiO2 interfacial layers sandwiched between the Si channel

and high-k gate oxide, already may be bene�ting from such heterostructures.

Finally, in Chapter 4, single magnetic skyrmions were investigated via

the �rst ever study of entire skyrmions executed completely within density-

functional theory. A technique was shown to detect isolated nano-skyrmions

with a current-perpendicular-to-plane geometry, which has immediate impli-

cations for device concepts. The physics behind such a mechanism was ex-

plored by studying the atomistic electronic structure of the magnetic quasi-

particles. Investigation from �rst-principles showed how the isolated skyrmion

local-density-of-states, from which electrons tunnel into the vacuum, when

compared to that of the ferromagnetic background, is modi�ed by the site-

dependent spin-mixing of electronic states with di�erent relative canting an-

gles. Local transport properties are sensitive to this e�ect, as an atomistic

conductance anisotropy of up to ∼20% was discovered for magnetic skyrmions

in Pd/Fe/Ir(111) thin-�lms. In single skyrmions, engineering this spin-mixing

magnetoresistance possibly could be incorporated in future magnetic storage
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technologies.

5.2 Future work

There are viable pathways forward to continue the work established by

this thesis. In terms of ensemble Monte Carlo studies, our simulator is viable

to study other material systems of interest. Two possibilities are:

� Germanium. Ge may be the only semiconductor that could dethrone

Si in future CMOS nodes. Not only does Ge have superior pMOS per-

formance, but its respectable nMOS performance might be better than

has been shown in past experiments. Certainly the possibility for all-Ge

n/p CMOS is attractive and simple to implement versus III-V materials,

which are more challenging to integrate. Improvements in Ge interface

processing and demonstrations of Ge-FinFETs bolster the material's vi-

ability for future device nodes. Furthermore, Ge has an interesting bal-

ance of desirable qualities. Its large L-valley DOS means it may be ro-

bust to degeneracy e�ects, while its highly anisotropic transverse versus

longitudinal e�ective masses could lead to optimized FinFET sidewall

orientations, providing reduced quantum-con�nement e�ects and large

along-channel thermal velocities. Speci�cally, in such orientations, the

Ge transport mass could approach m∗L, t = 0.08 me, while the con�ne-

ment mass could approaches m∗L, l = 1.64 me. In this way, Ge may

be able to mix large Si-like DOS with light III-V-like conductivity e�ec-

tive masses, while having smaller quantum-con�nement e�ects than even
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Si. However, given its non-orthogonal band-edge L-valley orientations,

small intervalley separations such that L-, Γ-, and ∆-valleys all must be

included in transport calculations, and at least 3 possible sidewall orien-

tations to consider, use of Ge leads to a complex device system requiring

Monte Carlo simulation to investigate its possible bene�ts.

� 2D material systems. 2D materials such as transition metal dichalco-

genides (TMDs) and topological insulators (TIs) may provide enhanced

transistor behavior considering their ultimate electrostatic gate control

over a truly 2D channel. Such materials may also provide novel de-

vice applications. Within the employed non-parabolicity approxima-

tion, we could consider parabolic through Dirac-like band structures in

such 2D systems with our Monte Carlo simulator. For such simulations,

however, motion in the con�nement direction and associated quantum-

con�nement e�ects would need to be turned o�, and consideration of

additional bands and associated valleys may be needed. The biggest

challenges would be obtaining the relevant band structures, phonon dis-

persion relations, and carrier-phonon interaction potentials. Density-

functional calculations may prove useful for this purpose. For interac-

tion potentials, careful comparison to experimental mobilities may be

the best way to infer their values.

There also is room for inclusion of still more physics within our Monte

Carlo simulator. Two possibilities are:
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� Carrier-carrier scattering. We showed in this dissertation that clas-

sical molecular dynamic modeling of carrier-carrier scattering ef-

fects�intentionally or merely as a by-product of solving Poisson's equa-

tions in 3D in a particle based system�are not acceptable in degenerate

systems because of the inherent lack of Pauli-blocking and associated

thermal relaxation of carriers toward a Boltzmann distribution. We

largely removed this issue by the introduction of sub-carriers. How-

ever, the role of carrier-carrier scattering to thermalize carrier popula-

tions toward Fermi distributions, particularly in the source and drain,

may remain important. Although not clear at present, there may be

a practical way of calculating carrier-carrier scattering rates within the

Pauli-blocking framework, introducing associated thermal relaxation of

carriers toward a Fermi distribution while also conserving overall en-

ergy and momentum. However, all permutations of interactions among

particles would quickly become computationally unfeasible. A general-

ized carrier-carrier scattering rate based on the local electron density is

needed, which could then could be applied to the individual particles

while still conserving energy and momentum, at least on average.

� Exchange e�ects. In the degenerate limit, exchange e�ects could be ap-

proximated simply according to a local density approximation for the

exchange potential Vex. Then exchange e�ects could be included in a

similar manner as our quantum-con�nement e�ects�via e�ective poten-

tials. In such a scheme, electrons would move within a total potential
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Vtot = Vel+VQC+Vex, where Vel is the regular electrostatic potential given

the solution of Poisson's equation, and VQC is the quantum-correction

potential as discussed in detail in Chapter 2.

The physics of magnetic skyrmions, which is really in its infancy but

moving rapidly, could be explored in the following ways:

� Skyrmion-defect interactions. The simulations of Chapter 4 could be

repeated but with an added near-surface defect close to the skyrmion.

Possible defects could be metallic atoms, such as Cu, or even just simply

an atomic vacancy. The purpose of this study would be to understand

if skyrmions preferentially nucleate or pin at defects. If this were true,

then defects could be intentionally engineered as skyrmion collection or

nucleation centers for future skyrmion racetrack devices.

� Skyrmion-skyrmion interactions. Are skyrmions attracted to or repelled

by other skyrmions? This question represents a potentially important is-

sue about which relatively little is known. To execute this study, Heisen-

berg interactions of magnetic exchange could be extracted from the �rst-

principles calculations of Chapter 4 and then used in a spin-lattice Hamil-

tonian to calculate the total energy as a function of skyrmion-skyrmion

distance. The exchange tensor must be extracted for at least 3rd nearest

neighbor interactions, however, making this a challenging, albeit possi-

ble, calculation.
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Monte Carlo simulation parameters

Listed are the simulated band structure and scattering parameters for Si and
In0.53Ga0.47As including the lattice constant (a0), mass density (ρ), speed of sound (vs),
relative dielectric permittivity (εr), electron a�nity (qχ) , non-parabolicity constant (α),
valley e�ective mass (m), acoustic deformation potential (∆ac), deformation �eld (DK),
phonon energy (h̄ω), valley-wise bowing parameter (Ci), and intervalley separation (Ei j).

Si Units
a0 5.43 a Å
ρ 2.33 a g/cm
vls 9.18 a ×105 cm/s
vts 4.70 a ×105 cm/s
ε0

r 11.7 a
�

qχ 4.05 b eV
α∆ 0.5 c eV−1

m∆
t 0.191 c me

m∆
l 0.983 c me

∆ac 5.0 (1.7 a) (9.0 c) eV
(DtK)∆

g1 (TA) 0.40 (0.50 c) ×108 eV/cm
h̄ω∆

g1 140 c K
(DtK)∆

g2 (LA) 0.64 (0.80 c) ×108 eV/cm
h̄ω∆

g2 215 c K
(DtK)∆

g3 (LO) 8.73 (11.00 c) ×108 eV/cm
h̄ω∆

g3 720 c K
(DtK)∆

f1 (TA) 0.24 (0.30 c) ×108 eV/cm
h̄ω∆

f1 220 c K
(DtK)∆

f2 (LA) 1.59 (2.00 c) ×108 eV/cm
h̄ω∆

f2 550 c K
(DtK)∆

f3 (TO) 1.59(2.00 c) ×108 eV/cm
h̄ω∆

f3 685 c K
aFischetti, Ref. 52
bGoldberg, Ref. 140
cJacoboni, Ref. 38
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InAs GaAs In0.53Ga0.47As Units
a0 6.04 a 5.64 a 5.85 Å
ρ 5.67 a 5.36 a 5.52 g/cm
vls 4.28 a 5.24 a 4.73 ×105 cm/s
vts 2.65 a 2.47 a 2.57 ×105 cm/s
ε0

r 15.15 a 12.90 a 14.09 �

ε∞r 12.75 a 10.92 a 11.88 �

qχ 4.90 b 4.07 b 4.51 eV
CΓ � � 0.48 g eV
CL � � 0.58 (0.33− 0.72) g eV
CX � � 1.09 (0.08− 1.40) g eV
EΓL 0.711 c 0.290 c 0.487 eV
EΓX 1.011 c 0.481 c 0.610 eV
(DK)po 1.06 a 13.6 (2.1 a) 6.95 ×108 eV/cm
h̄ωpo 348 a 417 a 380 K
αΓ 1.39 e 0.69 f 1.06 eV−1

mΓ 0.023 b 0.067 d 0.044 �

∆Γ
ac 10.0 (5.8) a 10.0 (5.0) a 10.0 eV

DK(Γ↔L) 8.16 (5.59) a 5.25 a 6.81 ×108 eV/cm
h̄ω(Γ↔L) 347 a 322 a 335 K
DK(Γ↔X) 8.16 (6.35) a 5.28 (5.48) a 6.81 ×108 eV/cm
h̄ω(Γ↔X) 347 a 347 a 347 K
αL 0.54 e 0.65 f 0.59 eV−1

mL
t 0.286 e 0.075 d 0.187 �

mL
l 0.286 e 1.900 d 1.04 �

∆L
ac 10.0 (5.8) a 9.2 (5.0) a 9.62 eV

DK(L↔X) 4.76 (5.59) a 13.6 (5.01) a 8.91 ×108 eV/cm
h̄ω(L↔X) 341 a 341 a 341 K
DK(L↔L) 5.28 (6.35) a 13.6 (5.94) a 9.19 ×108 eV/cm
h̄ω(L↔L) 338 a 338 a 338 K
αX 0.90 e 0.36 f 0.65 eV−1

mX
t 0.640 e 0.19 d 0.429 �

mX
l 0.640 e 1.9 d 1.23 �

∆X
ac 10.0 (5.8) a 9.7 (5.0) a 9.86 eV

DK(X↔X) 4.76 (3.36) a 13.6 (2.99) a 8.91 ×108 eV/cm
h̄ωX↔X 347 a 347 a 347 K
aFischetti, Ref. 52
bGoldberg, Ref. 140
cAdachi, Ref. 141
dBlakemore, Ref. 142
eBrennan, Ref. 143
fBrennan, Ref. 144
gVurgaftman, Ref. 54
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